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Ekecutive Swnmary 

At the request of the Rankmg Minonty Member, Senate Committee on 
Armed Services, GAO examined how the Department of Defense (DOD) 
evaluates the effect of unit traming on readiness and whether the evalu- 
ation results could be useful to the Congress as it makes budget decr- 
slons on trainmg. To do this, GAO addressed the followmg questions: 

. Can trainmg results be measured in terms of changes rn unit readiness? 
l Can the Congress use the training data which DOD provides in its annual 

Force Readiness Report to assess past and potential mcreases 1x1 urut 
readiness? 

. Can the servtces provide more training information to help the Congress 
make budget decisions? 

Background Unit training, all the training that individuals assigned to operatmg 
umts perform to develop the sills needed to accomplish the umt’s war- 
time objectives, 1s a primary contributor to readiness. Readiness is a 
peacetime measure of how well the force is prepared to go to war. 
Training is one of four elements considered in assessing umt readmess; 
the others are equipment and supplies on hand, equipment readiness, 
and personnel availablhty. Unit training information to support DOD’S 
tranung requmement is mcluded in the Force Readiness Report. The 
report is mtended to justify funding levels in the DOD budget, and is the 
most comprehensrve readmess source document provided to the Con- 
gress Since fiscal year 1980, training activities have increased. As 
trammg actlvlty has mcreased, so have funding requrrements and con- 
gressronal mterest about whether increases in readiness are being 
achieved. 

Results in Brief Although a umt’s readiness 1s heavrly influenced by the amount, type, 
and quaky of trainmg It receives, the services cannot determme pre- 
crsely how readiness IS affected by changes in the level of traimng 
activity. No one urut trainmg program, evaluation, or inspection gives a 
commander solid evrdence that a unit 1s trained at any specific level of 
readmess However, the services indivrdually and collectively evaluate 
how well units can perform wartime mlssrons, From these evaluations 
come a myriad of quantltatrve and SUbJectiVe indications which hlgh- 
light unit strengths and weaknesses. 

The Congress cannot assess increases in unit readiness because the umt 
training data DOD currently gives the Congress in the Force Readmess 
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Exemdve Sammary 

Report does not identify the amount or type of trammg accomplished 
during a given budget year. 

Data does exist about unit training that the Congress might find useful 
in determining the funding needed for traming. The Congress could con- 
sider having DOD supplement its annual readmess report with more 
details on unit training and the servrces’ training goals. 

principal Findings Unit training funds are merged with funds required for operations and 
some support activities in the defense budget, and the precise amount of 
unit training being conducted is not known. 

Effect of Training No single indicator or group of mdicators quantifies precisely the effect 
of increased unit training on readiness because the relatlonshrp between 
trainmg activity and readiness IS mostly subJective. However, m some 
cases, the services are conducting more training than needed to make 
them combat ready according to their mterpretation of DOD'S readiness 
measurement criteria. The Air Force flies more hours than its standard 
requires to report crews as combat ready (see p. 21) and ships spend 
more time at sea than the Navy says is needed to complete their combat 
readiness training programs (see p. 26). 

Activity Is Not a Measure of Training information that DOD gives the Congress, such as flying hours, 
Readiness batt&ion training days, and steaming days, represents a combmatron of 

operational, support, and trairung actlvlty. Consequently, that portion 
of increased activity which is specifically related to trammg 1s not lden- 
tified. Such information represents a levei of activity and not a measure 
of readiness. For example, for fiscal year 1986, the Air Force reported to 
the Congress that its F-16 crews would fly about 39,000 more hours 
than were flown m fiscal year 1985; however, what portion of the 
increased flying hours will be used for traning or how readiness ~111 be 
affected is not addressed. The Air Force does not project how much 
more combat ready F-16 units will be as a result of the Increased flying 
hours. (See p. 20). 

More Training Evaluation 
Data Is Available 

The Force Readiness Report gives the Congress general mformatlon on 
training. But it does not discuss how well the services are attammg their 
training goals or how Warning has affected readiness. Umt trammg IS 
evaluated continuously by field commanders, higher levels of command, 
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and military evaluators assigned to umpire inspections and exercises. 
Each type of evaluation produces mdicators of a urut’s performance- 
for example, numbers of crews qualified, events accomplished, scores 
achieved, and goals met. Such information, although designed primarily 
for use within JXD, could be given to the Congress and might enable lt to 
better understand how funding levels are being used to meet the ser- 
vices’ training goals. This includes information such as ( 1) the number 
of sorties flown and training events completed versus the number 
planned, (2) proficiency level goals and accomphshments, and (3) the 
portion of the services’ training goals and objectives which will be met 
wrth the funding requested. 

Agency Comments DOD characterized the report as an important contribution to the subject 
of unit trainmg and its evaluation. DOD agreed with GAO'S positions on 
umt traming, except for its description of how traming is budgeted. 
Also, DOD disagreed that the Force Readiness Report should contain 
assurances that the budget being submitted and pnor year appropna- 
tions together will provide the resources the services need to tram per- 
sonnel at levels identified in the report, 

According to DOD, GAO inaccurately reported that traming was not being 
budgeted separately by the services. DOD cited mstitutional and some 
specialized trauung as examples of training that were separately budg- 
eted. GAO agrees and has amended the report accordingly. In addition, 
while DOD agreed that it did not know how much urut training cost, it 
disagreed with GAO'S conclusion that it did not know how much it 
tramed. GAO found no evidence that either the cost or amount of training 
is known by DOD or the services. Finally, DOD mterpreted the report to 
imply that it planned to change its budgeting or accounting systems to 
separate unit trammg costs from costs of other unit actwltles. The 
report only states that if the initiatives DOD 1s exploring are successful, 
DOD can better relate training costs to trainmg results and training bud- 
gets to training requirements. 

GAO recognizes that fully integrating a budget as large as DOD'S m order 
to produce fully executed programs is difficult. It is not unusual for the 
various elements of the budget not to be fully mtegrated. For example, 
as we have reported m the past, since 1980 the Army has not been able 
to fly the number of hours it needs to qualify its aircrews because of 
spare parts shortages and the Air Force has used its sustainability 
stocks to implement its training program because peacetime operating 
stocks were msufficrent to meet its flying hour program needs. GAO 
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Executive Sununary 

believes that DOD could provide reasonable assurances to the Congress 
that support and tramng programs have been coordinated to allow the 
full execution of trauung programs requested in the budget. 

DOD'S comments on the report and GAO'S evaluation are included as 
appendix V 
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Introduction 

This is our second report in response to an April 1984 request from the 
Ranking Minority Member, Senate Comnuttee on Armed Services (see 
app. I). Our first report1 identified the Department of Defense’s (DOD) 

overall combat readiness2 mdlcators and assessed their potential use by 
the Congress. This report discusses how to Improve indicators of readi- 
ness. SpecIfically, we have addressed this issue by examining 

. how DOD and the serv~es plan, budget, and evaluate unit trainmg, and 

. how such training has increased or decreased units’ overall combat 
readiness. 

Urut training was selected as the subject for this review because it 1s one 
of the key elements DOD addresses in measuring the combat readmess of 
its forces. Other items measured include personnel avsulability, equip 
ment and supplies on hand, and equipment readiness. 

How the Military 
Trains 

Training is vital to readiness. During peacetime, many military activltles 
can be considered as training. In general, training is conducted in two 
different environments: (1) m mstitutlons, such as nulitary schools and 
training centers, and (2) m operational uruts, where individual on-the- 
job and team training takes place. This report deals with the latter. In 
this report, we define a “military unit” as any organization staffed and 
equipped as a separate entity. A unit, for example, could be an Army 
battalion or a rna,Ior command. 

Unit training can be divided mto four categories: 

l Individual training for people ulthm a unit who are assigned to the hun- 
dreds of occupations that constitute the military personnel structure. 
These are occupations such as maintenance techmcmns, au traffic con- 
trollers, communications operators, supply personnel, medical staffs, 
pilots, and tank commanders. 

l Training for people wnhm a umt to develop the teamwork needed to 
effectively employ complex weapon systems. Such traming 1s given to 
groups such as missile launch crews, aircrews, tank crews, and infantry 
squads. 

1v Capabibty A Discussion of Theu Men& Lumtat~ons, and Interrelationships 
(GAO/NSLAB36-75, June I3,1985) See appenti iIl for a hst of recent GAO reports on readme& 

zllOD defies readmess as “the abllrty of forces, urutq weapon systems, or equpment to dehver the 
outputs for wluch they were designed (mcludes the abtity to deploy and employ wlthout unaccept- 
able delays) ” 
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l Unit trainmg, which mvolves all unit members and 1s deslgned to 
develop the urut’s skills needed to carry out combat missions. This 
includes trauung for entities such as a Navy ship, an Army or Manne 
Corps battalion, or an Au- Force squadron. 

l Joint tralrung of units to develop the lntraservlce and interservice team- 
work needed to carry out missions assigned to theater commanders. This 
includes individual and multicommand service exercises and mterser- 
vice exercises directed or coordinated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

How Training Is 
Budgeted 

The services do not budget for unit tranung as a separate actlvlty. The 
services’ operations and mutename budgets Include a line item that 
provides funds for urut Warning; this line item also includes funds for 
operations and some support. DOD and the services are working on a 
number of irutlatlves which should perrmt better ldentlficatlon of urut 
traming costs and may allow for separate budgeting for trainmg, at a 
future date. Some of these uutlatives are bnefly discussed in chapter 3 
and appendix IV. If these lmtlatives are successful, DOD can get closer to 
relating trairung costs to trauung outputs and Warning budgets to 
trammg requirements. 

Reporting Training 
Readiness 
Requirements and 
Achievements to the 

DOD gives the Congress much readiness data during congressional hear- 
lngs, as well as in responses to congressional questions and in various 
reports and conferences. The annual Force Readmess Report (FRR), man- 
dated m 1977 by Public Law 95-79, is the most comprehensive source of 
readiness mformation DOD gives the Congress. 

Congress The FRR’S obJective 1s to Inform the Congress of current force readiness 
and to assess the readiness expected from passmg and executmg the 
President’s budget request. It provides a mynad of information about 
personnel, materiel, and military schools and tran-ung centers. Traimng 
IS discussed in terms of the amount of trauung actlvlty, such as the 
number of hours flown In prior years and the amount of activity the 
proposed budget ~111 allow The FRR also mcludes limited detail con- 
cerning new simulators, special purpose and Joint exercises, and ammu- 
nition consumption, 

Objectives, Scope, and As stated earlier, this review was conducted m response to an April 

Methodology 
1984 letter from the Ranking Mmonty Member, Senate Committee on 
Armed Services, which m part requested us to recommend ways to 
improve readmess mdlcators SpecIfically, we were asked to compare 
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chapter 1 
IntmducUon 

the level of readiness being achieved by the most current DOD budget 
with the level of readiness achieved by prior budgets. 

To make this comparison, we assembled a team of evaluators and sub- 
ject area experts We also consulted with private sector experts on man- 
agement and traming. Our team conchaded that the effect on readiness 
of changing funding levels could not be precisely determined because of 
the difficulty of identrfying and evaluating ah the variables that affect 
readiness, such as technolo@ca! change, military tactics, people, equip- 
ment, and time. 

It was subsequently agreed that we would address how changes in 
funding levels affect a unit’s readiness and limit our scope to one aspect 
of readiness, urut training. Our specific objectives were to determine 
how the servrces evaluate trauung’s contributions to readrness and to 
determine if such evaluation results would be useful to the Congress. 

We performed a broad-based exammation of DOD’S training programs 
and the methods and practices used by the services to evaluate the 
effect of traimng on overall force readiness. For each servtce, we 
worked at the headquarters, major command, and subordinate command 
levels down to the squadron and battalion levels. We looked at trau-ung 
programs planned and conducted at urnts deployed overseas, as well as 
at those m the United States. We also exammed service reports which 
evaluate traming effectrveness. 

We structured our examination to determine if and how the varrous 
levels of command from the Office of the Secretary of Defense (@SD) on 
down evaluate the type and quantity of training. We exammed how 

l budget de&Ions are made and trammg costs are accounted for to deter- 
mine if the effectiveness of training is a function of the pnority apphed 
m the budget process; 

l training plans are developed to determine if they are developed with a 
full understanding of the linutations that may prevent them from bemg 
carried out, such as depot mamtenance scheduies, spare parts availa- 
bility, and tranung range accessibility; 

= tranung plans are carried out to determme if trammg effectiveness is 
affected by events outside the umt commander’s control; 

l trainmg is evaluated by unit commanders to assess umt effectiveness; 
and 

l training results are fed back through the chain of command as Input for 
future operational and budget decisions. 
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In making this evaluation, we determined what type and quantity of 
information was available within DOD that may be useful to the Congress 
during budget deliberations. 

We reviewed reports and studied military manuals and regulations on 
training. We interviewed DOD officials and reviewed acadenuc and tech- 
nical literature. In addition, private sector training experts helped us 
prepare our evaluation plan and evaluate the results of our work. 
Appendix II lists the offices we visited and our consultants. 

Our examination was conducted between June and September 1985 m 
accordance with generalIy accepted government audit standards. 

Agency Comments DOD provided several clanfying comments. It noted that our observation 
that the services do not separately budget for training applies only to 
unit training-we changed the report accordingly, In addition, while 
agreeing that current OSD and service initiatives may help DOD come 
closer to identifying the costs of collective unit training, DOD believes we 
may have overstated the potential to provide a clear separation of 
training costs from costs associated with operational activities. DOD also 
stated that it did not plan to change its budgeting and accounting system 
to separate unit training costs from costs of other umt activities. We drd 
not intend to imply that such a result would occur. 
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Chapter 2 

Training and Unit Readiness: A Difficult 
Relatimship to Measure 

How well trammg has prepared a umt to achieve its wartlme objectives 
may be the most difficult aspect of urut readmess to measure. This 
chapter describes the techmques used by the services to measure how 
ready units are as a result of trammg. It discusses some training pro- 
grams and standards, evaluations, and inspections DOD uses to evaluate 
unit performance. 

How DOD Assesses The services are constantly evaluatmg their capabllity to carry out war- 

Training Effectiveness 
time missions Capability is a bottom lme measure of the umt’s organlza- 
tional structure, people, equipment, and logistical support and its ability 
to effectively use its resources to accomplish wartime objectives. 
Trammg 1s the bond that forms all these resources into a fightmg force. 

We did not find any one measure that assures a commander his unit 1s 
adequately tramed. However, table 2.1 lists several inspections, evalua- 
tions, management mformation systems, and tests that give unit com- 
manders feedback on how training has affected the readmess of their 
umts 

Joint Readiness Evaluations The Jomt Chiefs of Staffs Unit Status and Identlty Report (UNITREP) and 
exercises m which the services tram together under urufied commanders 
are examples of joint training evaluations 
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Rehtionship to Measure 

Tablo 2.1: Source8 of Training 
Readlnesa Measures and Indicators Army Navy Marine Corps Air Force 

Individual Tramin 
Skill Quallflcatlon Test Personnel lndlvidual Training 

Qualification System Standards System 
Naval Air Tralnlng and Weapons 
Operating Quallflcation and 
Procedures Marksmanshio 

Air Force Specialty 
Code Test 

Standardlzatlon and 
Evaluation 

Weapons 
Qualification and 
Matksmanshlp 
Training Field 
Manuals 

Aircrew Tralntng 
Manual 

Standardization 
(N ATOPS) 

Tralnlng ’ 

NATOPS Air Force Operational 
Resource 
Management System 
(AFORMS) 

Avlatlon Tralnlng and Special Flag 
Readiness Manual Exercises 

Team Training 
Crew Weapons 
Quallflcation Test 

Battle Efficiency Functional Readiness Standardlzatlon and 
Competition Exercise Inspections Evaluation 
Program 

AFORMS 

Army Training and Command Marine Corps 
Evaluation Program Combat Readiness 

Special Flag 
Assessment of Exercises 

(ARTEP) Readiness and Evaluation System 
Tralnlnq (MCCRES) 

Atrcrew Tralnlng 
Manual 

Gapons 
Quallflcation and 
Marksmanship 
Tralnlng Field 
Manuals 

NATOPS 

Unil Traming 
ARTEP NATOPS NATOPS Ooerational 

Readiness InspectIon 

Emergency Operational MCCRES Management 
Oeployment Readiness Evaluation Effectiveness 
Readiness Exercises InspectIon 

UNITREP UNITREP Uh;TREP UNiTREP 

Command Aviation Training and Exercises 
Assessment of Readiness Manual 
Readiness and 
Training 

Exercises and Battle AFORMS 
Efficiency Program 

Joint Trainmg 
Exercises Exercises Exercises Exercises 
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Unit Status and Identity Report All services must report unit status and identity information through 
the Joint Chiefs of Staffs UNITREP system. UNITREP provides the unit 
commander’s judgment of his state of readiness at a selected pomt m 
time. 

Although UNITREP is not a test of a unit’s readiness, it is a means of Iden- 
tifying units in the force and it establishes readiness critena against 
which unit commanders rate their units: (1) C-l, meaning the unit is 
fully ready, (2) C-2, meaning the unit is substantially ready, (3) C-3, 
meamng the umt is marginally ready, (4) C-4, indicating the unit 1s not 
ready to perform the wartime mission for which it was organized, 
designed or tasked, and (6) C-6, a special rating created for units that 
are not combat ready by design, such as ships r.n overhaul and units 
being redesigned or reequipped. 

Training is one of four readiness areas measured in UMTREP. Depending 
on the type of unit reporting, the training measure applied is either (I> 
the number of weeks of training required to make the umt ready, (2) the 
percent of aircrews assigned to the unit that are combat ready, or (3) 
the percent of a unit’s training program that has been completed, 

Large Scale Exercises and Visits to Most military officials we interviewed consider Joint exercises, such as 
Major Training Areas the annual “Return of Forces to Germany” and combined arms and 

interservice training engaged in during visits to the Army’s National 
Training Center, the Air Force’s Red Flag ranges, and the Navy’s Fallon 
Range to be the best form of training and the source for the best evalua- 
tions of unit performance. As one Army commander told us, not only do 
exercises and v&a to the specialized ranges provide the most reahstlc 
trairung environment but the preparation for the exercise, the exercise 
itself, and the feedback the commander receives on his umt’s perform- 
ance constitute the most comprehensive training and evaluation package 
available. 

Army Evaluations The Army has consolidated most of its urut training requirements into a 
single comprehensive training and evaluation program, and has devel- 
oped training standards applicable to most combat and support units. 
The training program and standards are used by commanders, Army- 
wide, to train, conduct exercises, and evaluate umt performance The 
Army also has a special evaluation exercise to determine a unit’s ability 
to assemble its troops and prepare for deployment. 
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Chapter 2 
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Relatton4hlp to Mf?MUre 

. 

The Army Training and Evaluation The Army Traimng and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) is a comprehensive 
framework for conducting unit training and assessing unit trammg 
results. It outlines combat critical tasks and indicates how well units 
should perform them. Some ARTEP events, especially those covered by 
gunnery standards, produce quantifiable results. But in many events, 
evaluators Judge unit performance based on their military experience 

ARTEP exercises are conducted periodically by unit commanders, and 
each unit undergoes a mdor evaluation to ARTEP standards at least once 
every 18 months. When the exercise is completed, the commander sub- 
jectively assigns one of three ratings to his unit. (1) trained, (2) needs 
more training, or (3) untrained. Although evaluation results are largely 
subjectively determined, the ARTEP gives the battalion commander a 
structure for assessing his unit’s training and readiness posture. 

The Standards in Traming 
&nmission 

Air Crew Train@ Manuals 

The Emergency Deployment 
Readiness Exercise 

The Standards in Traming Commission (STWC) 1s not an evaluation but a 
document that prescribes weapons training standards and allocates 
training ammunition needed to tram to those standards. STRAC can be 
used as a criterion against which unit performance is assessed STRPC’S 
applicability to an overall assessment of urut readiness is limited to 
what STFUC measures-a unit’s ability to fire weapons and successfully 
hit targets. STRX uses established training readiness conditions that 
determine not only how much training ammunition a unit will get, but 
also the qualifications a unit must achieve with its weapons. FOF 

example, the standards require an armored battalion that must deploy 
within 14 days to have 75 percent of its tank crews and 66 percent of its 
platoons qualified on two separate training requirements within the last 
12 months. 

About the same tune the Army was developing STEW it was also devel- 
oping aircrew trainmg manuals that set aviation standards-for 
example, the number of sorties each aircrew must fly and the tasks each 
must perform dunng the sorties. 

This tests a umt’s ability to quickly deploy to a specific location. This 
evaluation is particularly important for uruts stationed overseas that 
must move to general defense positions some distance away from then- 
peacetlme locations For example, at the 8th Infantry Division in Ger- 
many, these exercises are held monthly, and are started without 
warning to test a umt’s ability to assemble and prepare for depioyment 
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Unit commanders use the exercise results to adJust then trainmg sched- 
ules to strengthen areas where weaknesses are rdentdred. 

Navy Evaluations 

Command Assessment of Readmess 
andTrmg 

Total Force Shrp Trag and 
Readiness Program 

The Navy’s goal 1s to prepare its ships to UNITREP combat readiness 
rating C-l before deploymg Unlike the Army, where the ARTEP 1s a ser- 
vlcewrde program that applies equally to all umts, the Navy’s trammg 
programs are developed independently by the Atlantic Fleet and Pacific 
Fleet Headquarters to meet the needs of each fleet. While the evalua- 
tions discussed below are based on our work at the Pacific Fleet Navy 
Headquarters, offrcrals told us that Atlantic Fleet traimng programs are 
almost rdentlcal to those of the Pacific Fleet. 

Upon return from deployment, shops either are sent into the shipyard 
for overhaul or begin to prepare for their next deployment. After a ship 
comes out of overhaul or after the personnel rotations that normally 
occur after extended crurses are completed, the commander evaluates 
how ready the ship IS. Using thus pretrammg assessment, the com- 
mander determmes the trainmg the shrp’s crew needs to emphasize m 
preparing for the next deployment 

Thus program allows a commander to evaluate the readmess status of 
the force It identifies the types and sequences of trammg for ships both 
m port and at sea Paclfrc Fleet commanders use the program’s crrterra 
to help prepare ships for deployment, 

It establishes trammg requirements for surface shops using mcreasmgly 
more complex trammg sequences that ships must complete before 
deploying Table 2.2 Identifies the Pacific Fleet’s three phases of 
predeployment training, the approximate number of steaming days 
requrred to progress from one phase of traming to the next, and the mls- 
slon readiness rates associated with each phase. The M-ratings, assigned 
as ships progress through the various phases, become the basrs for com- 
puting combat readmess (C-ratings) ratings for UNITREP 
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Table 2.2: Predsployment Trammg 
Program for Pacific Fleet Nondeployed 
alin 

Steaming 
day8 Missron 

Training phase requirkd ready fate 
Basic 
Intermediate 

51 M-3 
10 to 15 M-Z 

Advanced 181022 M-l 

During the advanced phase of training, battle group evaluations are con- 
ducted. A battle group consists of an aircraft carrier or a battleship and 
several escort ships The battle group evaluatrons require 4 to 5 days to 
complete and are momtored contmuously by observers, analysts, and 
data collectors. 

Operational Trainmg Assessments This evaluation is a part of the Total Force Ship Tranung and Readmess 
program and helps determme how well trauung has prepared the ship 
and its crew for deployment. It assesses how well a ship operates wrth 
other ships and is the final assessment of a ship’s readiness before 
moving to the advanced stage of trammg. It is not used for aircraft car- 
riers and the crews of the assigned air wings. 

Operational Readiness Evaluation This evaluatron is slmrlar to the Operational Training Assessment except 
that it evaluates the performance of an aircraft carrrer and the crews of 
the air wings assigned to the carrier dunng deployment. The evaluation, 
graded by observers that are not members of the air wing being evalu- 
ated, determines how well the air wxng and ship operate as a team. 

Marine Corps Evaluations Marine Corps trauung is smular to the Army’s tranung. Not only IS the 
type of training conducted similar, but so is the type of guidance given 
commanders. Marine Corps Headquarters has developed standardized 
traunng events and evaluation cnterla Unit commanders schedule units 
for these events and evaluate unit performance according to these 
criteria. 

Marine Corps Combat Readiness 
Evaluation System 

The Max-me Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES) 1s 

much like the ARTEP It provides detailed instructions for the type of 
training each unit must accomplish, the events constitutmg each 
trauung phase, and the standards that commanders use to evaluate unrt 
trammg performance The MCCRELS, scheduled every 18 to 24 months, 
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measures a unit’s strengths and weaknesses. Like the ARTEP, MCCRES 

evaluators rely heavily on their experience and Judgment to assess 
readiness, 

Air Force Evaluations Au Force Headquarters guidance establishes aircrew training policy. 
Mayor commands follow it to develop unit training programs tailored to 
their missions, 

The following three types of aircrew traming are conducted by Air 
Force umts: 

. Initial qualification trammg which develops skills in a particular ar- 
craft wlthout regard for the unit’s mission. 

. Mission qualification training which extends initial training but is tied to 
the unit’s mission. 

l Continuation trauung which is provided to maintain qualifications air- 
crew members have acquired during initial and mission trammg. 

During continuation training, au-crews attain mission ready status 
which, according to officials at Air Force Headquarters and the major 
commands vislted, qualifies the aircrew to be rated C-l m UNITREP. 

Major commands, and m some cases several mqor commands with sim- 
ilar missions, such as the tactical au forces, have developed special pro- 
ficiency traitung programs for their assigned ah-crews, in addition to the 
inspections and evaluations discussed below. 

Operational Readiness Inspection This inspection is the Air Force’s primary evaluation of a unit’s readi- 
ness to accomplish its wartime missions. Conducted about every 18 
months, it is planned and conducted by teams led by the Inspectors Gen- 
eral of maJor commands. Inspectors use checklists to ensure that all 
required events are accomplished in accordance with Air Force and 
major command standards. 

Standardization and Evaluation 
Flights 

These flights are referred to as “check rides” because a specially trained 
officer rides m the aircraft, or monitors from another aircraft, and eval- 
uates aircrew performance against Air Force standards. Crew members 
are checked every 12 to 18 months. Sometimes they know of the 
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upcoming evaluation, sometimes they do not. The check ride 1s one ele- 
ment used to determine whether crew members are mission ready and 
will continue to be reported as such. 

Conclusions No one unit training program, evaluation, or inspection provides a com- 
mander solid evidence that the unit is trained at any speclflc level of 
readiness. However, the Services, individually and collectively evaluate 
how well units can perform wartime missions. From these evaluations 
come a myriad of both quantitative and SubJective mdicatlons which 
highlight unit strengths and weaktesses. The commander’s Judgment IS 
probably the best overall assessment of how well traming has prepared 
units to go to war. However, some management information that helps 
commanders assess unit readiness might help the Congress as it con- 
siders DOD’S budget request. Some indicators used by the services and 
how they could be used by the Congress to help determme how training 
affects readiness are discussed in chapter 3. 

Agency Comments DOD concurred with our views on the various ways it and the services 
assess training effectiveness. It agreed wrth our conclusion that deter- 
mining how well training has prepared a unit to perform its nuss~on is 
probably the most difficult aspect of unit readiness to measure, and that 
the commander’s judgment is probably the best overall assessment of 
how well training has prepared units to go to war. Et also agreed that 
some indicators which help commanders reach these judgments may be 
helpful to the Congress in assessing how trammg affects readiness 

DOD did, however, suggest Some changes to clartfy the report. These 
have been incorporated in the report. 
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Opportunities to Supplement Unit Training 
Information in the F’RR 

AnnuaIly, DOD provides the Congress w&h its Force Readiness Report m 
support of its budget. DDD acknowledges that the report does not fully 
accomplish its purpose -that is, identifying the readmess that will be 
achieved with the budget the Congress is considering. However, in the 
FRR, DOD does identify some mitiatives it is undertaking that, if suc- 
cessful, ~11 help provide a better understanding of the funding-to-readi- 
ness relationship, and for unit trammg, provides details about traimng 
activities (flying hours, steaming days, and battalion training days); 
however, it does not quantify the extent to which training affects 
readiness. 

The FRR as a Medium In 1977, the Congress enacted Public Law 95-79 requiring DOD to submit 

to Report on Training 
an annual materiel readiness report, the FRR. The F'RR has evolved into a 
very extensive readiness source document which now includes a sum- 
mary, two additional separately published sections on manpower and 
trammg, and an annex of National Guard/Reserve topics. Unit tranung 
IS discussed in one part of the training section. 

DOD acknowledges the FRR does not fully accomplish its purpose of 
advising the Congress how ready our forces are now and how much 
more ready they ~rlll be if the Congress appropriates the funds 
requested in the defense budget. It states clearly that readiness must be 
inferred after consldenng the data presented n-t the FRR. DOD describes, 
in the report summary, several things it and the services are doing to 
bring future issues of the F'RR closer to the reporting objective, some of 
which are discussed in this chapter and m appendix IV. 

The unit training data m the FRR is limited to a summary of the hours or 
days the services have trained during the past two fiscal years, the level 
of such activities they expect to engage in durmg the current year, and 
that which they plan to do in the next fiscal year with the budget the 
Congress is presently considering. DOD states in the F'RR that it has not 
developed the mechanisms which would permit it to assess the readiness 
resulting from past trammg or that anticipated m the future. For 
example, in the fiscal year 1986 FRR, the Air Force projected that in 
fiscal year 1986, F-16 crews would fly about 39,000 more hours than in 
fiscal year 1985. The FRR does not tell how ready an-crews are now or 
how much more combat ready F-16 pilots will be at the end of the year 
after flying the increased hours. In addition, the FRR does not disclose 
that the 39,000-hour increase for fiscal year 1986 IS needed to support 
138 additional F- 16’s to be added to the force during the year 
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Other Data Can E3e 
Included in the FRR 

In chapter 2, we discuss some evaluations, mspectrons, and other ways 
DOD assesses trauung effectiveness. We conclude that notwithstanding 
the array of measures and mdrcators available from this data, deter- 
mining the effect of trauung on readiness is difficult and is probably 
best assessed on the basis of the commander’s experrence and Judgment 

Nevertheless, several additional mdicators could improve the tran-ung 
mformation currently provided m the FRR and could benefit the Con- 
gress in its annual budget revrew 

Flying Hour Indicators Flying hour mformatlon, as currently presented in the FRR, has limited 
utility in budget analyses because it does not address how readiness will 
be affected if the Congress chooses not to authorize and appropnate 
funds at levels requested by DOD The following additional service-col- 
lected information related to flytng could be included in the FRR: 

l proficiency level goals and accomplishments, 
. sorties flown and traimng events completed versus planned, and 
9 training provided to aircrews assrgned to operational squadrons com- 

pared with that provided to those assigned to staff offices. 

Aircrews in all the services are tramed using smular programs. Then 
evaluation techniques do not significantly differ, and smular reporting 
requirements exist throughout DOD. For example, the Navy’s Primary 
Mission Readiness training program for Navy and Marine Corps tactical 
air and antlsubmanne warfare au-crews is simiiar to the Air Force’s 
Graduated Combat Capability (GCC) program. The Army has established 
standards for its arrcrews to meet m au-crew training manuals and ARTEP 

and recently has determined the number of hours necessary to meet 
these standards. Like the other services, the Army flies sorties to accom- 
plish trammg events. All the services budget flying time for staff 
officers while reporting only combat ready ancrews m UNITREP Conse- 
quently, the opportunltles discussed below to supplement the Air Force 
information should also apply m prmcrple to the Army, the Navy, and 
the Manne Corps. 

Proficiency Level Goals and 
Accomplishments 

According to officials at Au- Force Headquarters, the Tactical Air Com- 
mand (~1, and Pacific Air Force (PMM), the commands’ flying hour 
programs provide more hours than needed to tram alrcrews to combat 
ready status According to Air Force officials, the additional hours are 
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required to make the aircrews more proficient and thus more able to 
survive in combat. 

We examined the training program at TAC and p&x? These commands 
have the following two training goals: 

l first, to qualify their aircrews as mission ready, thus meeting the 
highest readiness reporting level for UNITREP, and 

. second, to increase individual aircrew proficiency above rmsslon ready 
levels by ffymg more hours and conducting more traming events than 
the minimum needed for mission ready status. 

Although we did not examine all Au Force commands, the same may be 
true of US Air Force commands in Europe and the Alaskan Air Com- 
mand because, like % and PACAF, these commands plan and execute the 
same training program designed to produce an mcreasmg level of air- 
crew proficiency. 

This training program, called Graduated Combat Capability (XC), 1s 
composed of the following three proficiency levels: 

l Level A provides the training a crew needs to perform the unit’s pn- 
mary missions and according to Air Force officials, it is the level at 
which crews are reported combat ready (C-l) in UNITREP. 

9 Level C requires significantly more training (depending on the type of 
aircraft, it could be about SO percent more than level A) and allows a 
crew to accomplish the unit’s complete traming program. 

. Level B, depending on the approved budget level, can be set at any 
amount of flying that is greater than level A but less than level C. 

According to Air Force Headquarters, TAC, and pm officials, almost all 
crews are qualifying at level A and some at level C; but on the average, 
tactical aircrews are attaining level B. 

We believe the Air Force’s training-related readiness reporting could be 
unproved in two ways. First, the FXR could provide the Gee levels, by 
command and by type of aircraft, being achieved and those expected to 
be achieved with the new budget. The Congress could then determine if 
the service was achieving its unit training goals and, if not, how addi- 
tional training activity was projected to help achieve them. Table 3 1 1s 
one way this informatron might be reported m the FRR; data could be 
provided for the same periods now reported, that IS, the past year, the 
current year, and the budget year. 
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Table 3.1: Tactical Combat Aircrew 
Training Proficfency (Number of Crews GCC Level 
Assrgned as of Sept 30) Planned Achrsved 

A B C A B c 
Fircrl year 
TAC 
F’ACAF 

USAFE 

AAC 

Such data would enable the Congress to explore with the hr Force its 
basis for requesting flymg hours beyond that needed to be C-1, For 
example, if the average number of hours requu-ed to make an F-16 pilot 
C-l is 15 hours per month, the Air Force should be able to explain why 
the pilot needs to fly 4 1 hours more per month. A 4 l-hour mcrease 
represents a significant increase m flymg costs. 

Sorties Flown and Training Events 
Completed Versus Planned 

hr Force training programs are developed in terms of trainmg events 
and sorties requu-ed to complete theme3 For example, the TAC July 
through December 1985 GCC program for the 1st TX Fighter Wing called 
for expenenced pilots to mamtain level A quahficatlons by flyu-tg 56 
sorties; which includes a series of events, such as 1 alert scramble, 4 
high target intercepts, 6 encounters with jammen, and 2 escort events. 
Therefore, another measure of trauung activity might be the number of 
sorties flown and traimng events completed versus those planned. We 
have no evidence the Air Force is not flying its planned number of sor- 
ties; however, with such data, the Congress would be aware, for 
example, of whether the Au- Force was flying Its planned number of sor- 
ties and whether trammg events the Air Force considers cntlcai are 
being accomplished. 

Training Given Aircrews Ass@-ted 
to Combat Squadrons Compared 

AU Force flying hour programs provide flying time not only for crews 

With That Given Those Assigned to 
assigned to flymg positions m operational squadrons but also for staff 

Staff Offices officers assrgned to squadrons, wings, and headquarters. 

Flying hours are made available to staff officers based on the duty poa- 
tlons they are filling. Some positions are required to fly level A, and 
some less 

3A sortie IS completed when an a~raft takes off and the crew completes or tnes to complete the 
events the msslon was desgned for and returns safely to base 
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Because readiness IS measured only agamst the trammg provided to air- 
crews assigned to operational squadrons, it is also important for the 
Congress to be aware that a part of the flymg hour program IS required 
to maintain the proficiency of some hr Force personnel that are not 
reported under UNITREP Such information would highlight the extent of 
training that goes toward improving reported readiness and that which 
does not. 

Ground Forces Indicators The Army’s battalion training days and the Marme Corps’ battalion field 
training days are not descriptive of training. Also, unlike flying hours 
and steaming days, battalion training days are not costed out m the ser- 
vices’ O&M budgets. 

The number of days that battalions train as reported in the FRR does not 
reveal the type of training being accomplished or the significance of the 
training m that each training day IS weighted the same in terms of the 
unit’s training goals. DOD states, for example, that a battalion trammg 
day of live fire on the gunnery range may be more valuable to a tank 
unit than a battalion traimng day of limited maneuvers without live fire 

Training Accomplishments Can Be The Army’s ARTJZP and STRAC and the Mar-me Corps’ MCCRES have estab- 
CoZopared Agamst Standards and lished standards against which a unit’s performance is assessed. While 

unit performance relative to standards is assessed mostly Judgmentally 
by experienced military personnel, there are standards for which quan- 
titative measures are available. For example, the Army’s ARTEP and 
STR.% require armored units to meet the followmg standards: 

. Seventy-five percent of the units’ tanks must be manned by a tank com- 
mander and gunner who have qualified on tank table4 VIII together in 
the last 12 months 

l Sixty-six percent of the platoons must have passed tank table XII and 
completed the platoon evaluation to ARTEP standards in the last I2 
months. A platoon IS composed of four tanks. The same four tank com- 
manders must have participated together in both events. 

The Congress may not be interested in minute details about mdividual 
units or in data aggregated to division, corps, or higher levels. But goal- 

4A Tank Table LY a wntten standard that tank crews are tested agamst It ldentlfies a senes of events 
that crews must accompbh, such as destroymg particular types of targets whle performmg combat 
maneuver 
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, 

oriented information, such as the number of battalions m the division 
achieving selected STRK standards versus the total number reportmg, 
could help the Congress evaluate the effect of its prior year appropna- 
tions. Also, it could help establish accountablhty standards for the cur- 
rent budget request. 

The Impad of Insufficient Training A commander m Europe told us the STRPC standards might be unattain- 
Support on Umt Training Could Be 
Useful If Reported m the F’RR 

able because available traming ranges were not large enough to 
maneuver at high speeds nor were they configured with appropriate 
targets to allow trammg to standards with the Army’s newer, more 
capable Ml tanks. Another problem that makes meetmg standards ddfi- 
cult is the high demand for and lmuted range time available 

The Army has developed a program to build new ranges and upgrade 
exrstmg ranges. The plan requires support from the Procurement and 
Military Construction appropriations. The FRB rdentlfles the new range 
program. But it does not address how achieving programmed traming 
activity levels may be contingent upon support from other than the 
operation and maintenance (O&M) appropnatlon, and it does not identify 
where in the budget fundrng has been included for range constructron. 

Naval Forces Indicators The term “steaming days” means the number of days a ship LS crulsmg 
with its mam engines running. Lrke the number of flymg hours, the 
number of steanung days 1s an mdlcator of resource consumption and IS 
included in the Navy’s budget Justifications. However, also hke the 
flying hour and a battalion tranung day, a steaming day does not 
descnbe the type or amount of traming taking place as the ship is under 
way. The Navy’s goal is to tram ships crews to combat readiness, or C-l 
m UNITREP, durmg the year or more period between deployments. 

Information on the Nondeployed 
Fleet’s Trami@ Could Add to 
Viiibiiiity Over Train@ 

As discussed in chapter 2, three phases of trammg constitute the 
nondeployed fleet training program. Each phase requires an identifiable 
amount of steammg days to complete, and at the end of each phase, the 
ship’s readiness 1s expected to be at a measurable level. Table 3.2 1s one 
example of how such mformatlon could be presented m the FRR. 
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Table 3.2: Predeployment Readmesr 
Trammg (As of Sept 30) 

Fiscal year: 
Trau-ung phase 

Basrc 
Intermediate 

Advanced 

Number of ship8 
completing 

Number ;f atezing days 
w 

Planned ACtUd Planned Actual 

These data are available and could be presented for both the Atlantic 
and Pacific fleets. 

We were told by Navy officials that when ships enter training during 
one fiscal year and complete trauung during the following year, there 1s 
no direct correlation between the steaming days programmed and the 
number of ships completmg the training phases during any given fiscal 
year. However, the Navy’s budget states requirements for operating 
tempo during the upcoming fiscal year; these requirements should be 
linked with specific goals and objectives, The Navy should be able to 
explain its progress toward its goals and to estimate the number of ships 
that wtll complete each traming phase during the budget year. 

Steanung Days Support Other Than Other Important data which could be included in the FRR 1s how much of 
Trainmg Requirements the total steaming day requirement is needed to tram to make the ships 

fully combat ready, or C-l, under UNITREP cnteria relative to total 
steammg days requested in the budget. According to a Pacific Fleet offl- 
cial responsible for scheduling traming, about 24 of the 27 steaming 
days programmed, on average, for ships assigned to the Third Fleet are 
needed to accomphsh the fleet traning program and the remaining days 
are available to support nontrauung requirements. Also, officials from 
Navy Headquarters sard about 15 percent of the deployed fleet’s 
steaming days were not required to accomplish trauung. If such mfor- 
mation were mcluded in the FRR, it would clearly identify the minimum 
steammg days required for trairung that were btult into the budget. 
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Programs Throughout When the budget 15 discussed in terms of readiness or traming, fre- 

the Budget Affect the 
quently the focus is on the activities funded with the O&M appropria- 
tions. O&M funds the services’ day-today operations, and because during 

Services’ Ability to peacetime day-today operations are mostly traitung, the O&M appropria- 

Train and Should Be tions are considered “readiness dollars.” However, the appropriation of 

Reported on 
the total O&M funding request does not necessarily mean that the 
training DOD is asking to be funded can be accomplished. lnformatron 1s 
also needed about how other programs, such as mitial spare parts pro- 
curement and availability and training range development, affect 
training. Each program has a direct bearing on whether the services can 
tram as much as they plan to and are funded for. 

Whether the Level of 
Training Requested Can Be 
Supported by Spares, 
Maintenance, and Training 
Ranges Is Useful 
Information to . 
Decisionmakers 

. 

. 

The advent of new and more complicated weapon systems has empha- 
sized the need for more effective training support. The ability to provide 
such support as spare parts, depot maintenance, and training ranges are 
primary considerations when determining training activity levels. For 
example: 

Spare parts are critical to training. Since fiscal year 1982, the Army has 
not been able to fully implement its flying hour programs because of 
insufficient spare parts and the Air Force has used part of its war 
reserve stocks to complete its ff ying program. 
Depot maintenance backlogs result when more equipment needs depot 
work than can be supported with the planned O&M budget. When equlp- 
ment is part of the backlog, it might not be available to uruts to tram 
with or d it remains with the unit, the unit might be training with equrp- 
ment that is probably not as reliable as it could or should be. The 
backlogs are identified in the materiel readiness portion of the FRR. 

New training ranges are needed and existing training ranges must be 
expanded and modernized to support the new equipment being added to 
the force. Funding support for the ranges comes from Military Construc- 
tion and Procurement as well as CMM. 

DOD knows the extent that other budget accounts affect traming. The 
Army’s recent aviation training cutbacks as a result of insufficient spare 
parts highlights the importance of coordinating the various budget 
accounts that support training. DOD could provide assurances, m the unit 
training portion of the FBR, that the levels of activity requested for the 
budget year are executable given the prior year appropnatlon levels of 
related programs. 
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Impact of Changing 
Technology on 
Accomplishing Training 
Objectives Should Be 
Reported 

Changing technology has given the services more ObJective trauung eval- 
uatlons, more realistic training, and more accurate and timely data on 
the trammg status of both units and mdlviduals. For example: 

0 The Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System is designed to eluni- 
nate guesswork from scoring weapons accuracy The system IS a rela- 
tively new system that allows on-the-spot determmation of whether a 
crew survived in a simulated battle scenario. It eliminates the “I got you, 
no you didn’t” guesswork of prior years. 

. Simulators play a vital role in improving performance and reducing 
trauung costs. All the services are procuring new simulators. Because 
operations and maintenance costs to perform traming activities are 
Increasing, simulators are becoming more and more important. 

There are advantages to including rn the FRR specific contributions of 
high cost, high technology training support systems. Specifically, the 
amount of training conducted with snnulators could be quantified. For 
example, the Navy is accomphshmg about 2 percent of its Pnmary Mis- 
sion Readiness flight training objectives usmg simulators. With this 
information, the Congress would be m a better position to rarse such 
questions as: (1) How much of the other services’ trauung readiness IS 
being achieved wrth a simulator in lieu of consuming fuel, ammumtion, 
and other trammg costs? (2) What are the cost savings associated with 
using simulators? (3) Why are simulators used or not used? 

Efforts by OSD and the The 06~ and the services have several efforts under way to improve 

Services to Improve 
Readiness 
Measurement and 
Reporting 

readiness measurement and reporting. Our June 1985 report to the 
Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee on Armed Services, identl- 
fled most of these. Some of the most promising mclude the following: 

. OSD has established the Training Data and Analysis Center at Orlando, 
Florida The center is chartered to perform many readiness-related 
tasks, such as identifying the type of training data presently bemg col- 
lected by the services and developing a centralized trauung data base 
The data base will contam detailed training information to facilitate 
more detailed analyses 

. The Training Resource Model, currently being developed by Army Head- 
quarters, is designed to project the UNITREP combat readiness C-ratings 
that can be achieved given a specific amount of funding and the number 
and type of trammg events that can be accomplished with it The model 
is designed to provide (1) a high level management tool to forecast 
training costs, (2) a link to unit actlvatlon and reorgamzatlon plans to 
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ensure that the costs to tram newly organized forces have been compre- 
hensively considered, and (3) an analysis of the effects on Army readl- 
ness caused by changes to the amount of trauung being conducted or 
changes m plans to add new equipment to the forces In addrtlon, the 
Army believes that it will be able to answer the question, What 1s the 
cost of trauung and how does it relate to readiness? When the Trauung 
Resource Model 1s operational, the Congress should be able to ask 
detailed “what if’ questions of the Army concerning the effect of 
changmg funding levels and expect quick, specific, and highly reliable 
responses. 

q The Navy has developed the Operations Summary Cost Information 
System. Started m March 1986, it provides cost data on ship warfare 
and air warfare training and exercises. It identifies costs for deployed 
and nondeployed operations, umt training, major scheduled exercises, 
and contingency operations, by ship type and aircraft type, model and 
series. Using this new system, the Navy should be able to estimate the 
level of effort for training, as opposed to that for other operational 
actlvltles, and to identify these levels m the fiscal year 1988 budget and 
the F+RR. 

. Au+ Force Headquarters 1s developmg the Air Force Capabllity Assess- 
ment Program (AFCAP) AFCXP estunates capability by evaluating each 
unit, theatre, and force’s ability to perform specific missions by consld- 
ermg the resources avalable to it Currently, AFC@S conslderatlons 
include an base status, au-craft status and inventory, spares Inventory, 
mlsslon ready alrcrews, mumtlons inventory, and POL mventory. 

We beheve these uutratlves are essential to improve defense manage- 
ment and to get a better handle on current levels of readmess and the 
associated costs. 

Conclusions The FRR is a logmal method of reporting unit trammg mformatlon But 
the mformatlon now being reported does not adequately explam readl- 
ness resulting from past trainmg or that anticipated in the future The 
FRR now contains only aggregate data on trainmg activity. It can be sup- 
plemented with the followmg type of mformatlon presently collected at 
the units we visited that might be helpful to the Congress as It considers 
DOD'S budget request 

. Trauung goals and obJectives that would be achieved with the budget 
request and Justlficatlon for why the services must tram more than 
required to report muumum readiness levels m UNITREP. This would 
include such requirements as the Air Force’s GCC levels, the Navy’s 
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nondeployed and deployed trainmg-essential steaming days, and flymg 
hours required for all services to maintam the proficiency of aircrew 
personnel not assigned to combat squadrons. 

l Identifying training costs that could be saved and the effect on readi- 
ness of adding new high technology traming aids and devices to the 
force during the budget year. 

. Training program goals and associated training activity required for 
ground forces. The goals would be set in terms more descriptive of the 
activities being performed than battalion tranung days and more closely 
linked with the services’ budget justifications. 

9 Within DOD, various initiatives are under way to develop methodologies 
enabling them to link resources and readiness Initiatives such as the 
Army Training Resource Model and the Air Force Capability Assessment 
Program are essential to improving defense management and to get a 
better handle on current levels of readiness and associated costs, As 
progress is made in pursuing these initiatives, DOD could report the 
results in the FRR. 

Beyond including selected, additional data to give the Congress a better 
means of judging the affect of training activity on unit trammg goals, 
the FRR could include an assurance from DOD that the budget being sub- 
mitted and prior year appropriations together will provide the 
resources, such as spare parts, training ammunition, and trammg 
ranges, the services need to accomplish the training activity levels lden- 
tified in the FRR. 

Agency Comments DOD commented on several aspects of our discussion of the FRR; what it 
does and does not do, and how it can be improved. It concurred with our 
conclusron that the FM is the most comprehensive source of readiness 
data provided the Congress, that it does not fully accomplish its 
intended purpose, and that the report could be supplemented with addi- 
tional data which would benefit the Congress. However, it did not agree 
completely with the possible changes to the FRR that we ldentrfled 

DOD agreed that the FRR provides mainly training activity levels but 
stated that our implication that these activity levels are not related to 
readiness is incorrect. DOD believes that activity level data provide a 
useful summary measure of progress in readiness since as activities go 
up, readiness can be expected to go up. While we agree that actlvlty 
levels can be related to readiness if the umt is perfornung tasks required 
m validated tramng programs, increased activities will not necessarily 
make a unit more ready. 
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Concerning the possibility of additional mformation in the F'RR, DOD 
essentially asked the question how much is enough. It was concerned 
about the level of detail that would be helpful to the Congress, whether 
it would be worth the cost to include many of the mdlcators we cite as 
available for presentatron to the Congress, and whether mcluding such 
data would be duplicative of reformation already provided Congress 
through other reporting channels. Nevertheless, DOD stated that some 
expanded or improved reportmg may be appropriate and it plans to con- 
srder our suggestions on how best to do this DOD stated, and we agree, 
that it should be allowed the latitude to carefully study the candidate 
mdlcators before a final decision IS made on how to improve the FRR. 

We also suggested that DOD provide specific assurance in the FRR that the 
resources required to tram- such as spares and maintenance capabili- 
ties-are sufficient to support the level of tranung requested m the 
budget. DOD believes such assurances are unnecessary due to the effec- 
tiveness of its mtemal checks and balances which result from its budget 
review process. Because of budget integration problems m the past, as 
evidenced by such examples as the Air Force using its war reserve 
stocks to support its peacetime flying hour program, we continue to 
believe that the idea of DOD providing specific assurance that requested 
funding will provide the necessary support to execute the requested 
levels of traming warrants serious consideration 

Finally, DOD stated that it did not agree with our imphcation that exces- 
sive training is bemg performed. Our draft report noted that certain ele- 
ments of the Air Force and Navy tram more than is required to achieve 
a C-l, fully combat ready status, as described under UNITREP DOD noted 
that any training in excess of minimal readiness criteria-as it defines 
the C-l category-contributes to a higher level of combat readiness. We 
did not conclude that excessive training had been performed, but we do 
suggest that any benefits derived from training actlvltles m excess of 
that required to reach C-l levels of readiness be explained m the FRR 
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Ahn$r Dated April 18,1984, From the Ranking 
Minority Member, Senate committee on 
Armed Services 

Mr. Charles A. BOWsher 
Comptroller General 
U.S. General ACCOunting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 205487 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

The Committee on Armed Services has a continuing interest 
In improving the readiness and sustainability of our military 
forces. As the Committee continues its consideration of the 
Frscal Year 1985 Defense Authorization request, there are 
several inrtratives in the area of readiness and sustainability 
In which I would like to ask for your asolstance. 

First, I understand that the staff of the National 
Security and Intcrnatronal Affairs Dlvlslon of GAO 1s Completing 
a review of recent trends in readiness and sustalnabrlity across 
all of the milrtary services. I request that your staff make the 
results of this revler' available to the Armed Services Committee 
staff as soon as possible. 

Secondly, Senator Tower recently proposed a series of 
questions to the Department of Defense, which I supplemented, 
designed to determine the state of the overall war-fighting 
capabrllty of the mrlitary services today compared to 1980. I 
have enclosed a copy of these questrons for your review. When 
the Defense Department provides their response to the Committee, 
I would like GAO to review these responses and gave me your 
comments on the information developed by the Defense Department. 
I hope that your review of the Defense Department information 
could be completed within three weeks from the time It LS 
provided to the Armed Services Committee. 

Finally, as a longer term effort, I would like GAO to 
recommend ways to improve the current readiness and sustarn- 
abrllty reporting systems. Specrfrcally, I would like you to 

review the various formal and informal readiness and sustarn- 
ablllty reporting measures and lndrcators currently used rn the 
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Department of Defense, and pravlde me with ycur views an the 
relative merits of these reporting measures and rndlcators. AS 
examples, GAO should consider whether the UNITREP system 
provides an accurate picture of unit readiness; whether missIon 
capable rates are a useful indicator of equipment readiness; and 
to what extent alternatlve levels of depot maintenance backlogs 
actually undermine overall military capability. Of course, your 
review should not be limited to these specsflc examples. In the 
course of your review, you should also make recomunendatlons to 
improve the current readiness and sustainability reporting 
measures and indicators wlthln the Department of Defense. I 
hope that you can complete your work in this final area by November 
1, 1984. 

If your staff has any questions concernrng this matter, 
thev should contact David Lyles of the Armed Services Committee 
Staif ( 224-9344 1. 

Thank you for your attention to these requests. 
forward to your responses. 

Sam Nunn 
Ranksng Minority Member 

I look 

Enc Losure 
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Appendix II 

Offices and Units Visited 

- 

Office of the Secretary Office of the Assistant Secretary (Force Management and Personnel), 

of Defense 
Wmhmgton, D c 
Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washmgton, D C. 
Defense Training Data and Analysis Center, Orlando, Florida 

AmY 
Headquarters, U S Army, Washington, D C 
Headquarters, U S. Army Forces Command, Fort McPherson, Georgra 
24th Infantry Division (Mechanrzed), Fort Stewart, Georgia 
Divisional Artillery 24th Mechanized Infantry, Fort Stewart, Georgia 
1/35th Field Artillery Battalion, Fort Stewart, Georgia 
Headquarters, U S. Army, Europe, Herdelberg, West Germany 
Headquarters, V Corps, Frankfurt, West Germany 
8th Mechanized Infantry Division, Mannheim, West Germany 
5/68th Armor Battalion, Mannhelm, West Germany 
8th Combat Avlatlon Battalion, Fmthen Army Air Field, West Germany 
7th Army Trammg Center, Grafenwmhr, West Germany 

Savy Headquarters, U.S Navy, Washington D.C. 
Headquarters, Naval Air Systems Command, Washmgton, D C 
Headquarters, Commander m Chief, Pacific Fleet, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii 
Headquarters, Commander, Third Fleet, Ford Island, Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii 
Headquarters, Commander, Naval Surface Group, Middle Pacific, Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii 
Headquarters, Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Pacific, San Diego, 
California 
Headquarters, Trammg Command, Pacific, San Diego, Califorma 
Headquarters, Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Atlantic, Norfolk, Vu-- 
ginia 
Headquarters, Commander, Naval Au- Forces, Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia 

Marine Corps 
1 

Headquarters, U S Manne Corps, Washmgton, D.C. 

Air Force Headquarters, U S Air Force, Washmgton, D C 
Headquarters, LQ1itar-y Airlift Command, Scott Air Force Base, Shlloh. 
Illmois 
Headquarters, Strategic Au Command, Offutt Air Force Base, Omaha, 
Nebraska 
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Headquarters, Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, Vrrgmla 
22nd Air Force, Travis Air Force Base, Farrfield, Califorma 
3 14th Tactical Airlift Wmg, Little Rock Am Force Base, Jacksonvrlle, 
Arkansas 
8th Air Force, Barksdale Air Force Base, Bossier City, Loulsmna 
7th Bombardment Wmg, Carswell hr Force Base, Fort Worth, Texas 
Headquarters, Pacific Air Forces, Hickam Air Force Base, Hawau 
3rd Tactmal Fighter Wing, Clark An- Force Base, the Philippines 
3rd Tactical Fighter Squadron, Clark Air Force Base, the Philippmes 
90th Tactrcal Frghter Squadron, Clark Air Force Base, the Phllippmes 

Consultants Mr. Willram Blake, Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas 
Mr. Charles Meyers, Jr., Aerocounsel, Inc., Arlington, Virgima 
Dr. Wallace Prophet, Seville Traimng Systems, Irving, Texas 
Dr. Peter Sassone, GeorBa Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgra 
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Appendix III 

GAOReadinessReports 

Measuring Mrhtary Canabrhty: Progress, Problems, and Future Dmection 
(GAO/NSLAD-86-72, February 24,1986) 

Measures of Military Capablhty. A Drscusslon of Their Ments, Limita- 
m, and Interrelationships (GAO/N&ID-85-75, June 13,1985) 

Flying Hours for US. Air Forces in Europe Exceeded Loglstrcal Suppos 
Capability and Reduced Reported Readiness (GAO/P~SIAD-85 1, Jan 8, 
1985) 

The Unit Status and 1dentltyRepor-t (UNITREP) System-What It Does 
and Does Not Measure (GAO/NsLAD-84-39, Mar. 12, 1984) 

Navy Tactical Air Forces- Readiness, Deployability, and Implications 
for Declslonmakers (GAO/NSIAD-84-1 1, Oct. 31, 1983) 

The Readmess and Sustamabihty of U S. Forces m Korea: Consldera- 
tlons for Decisionmakers (GAO/PLRD-83-2, May 1983) 

Evaluation of the DOD Readiness Report m Response to Public Law 96- 
342 (GAO/PLRD-82-96, July 19, 1982) 

Personnel and Trammg Problems Continue to Plague Readiness of M-60 
Fleet-Intensive Management Required (GAO/PLRD-82-7, May 7,1982) 

Navy Needs to Increase S-3A Readiness to Ensure Effective Use of 
Planned Weapon System Improvements (GAO/MA&m-83-6, Jan. 26, 1983) 

The Effectiveness and Readiness of the S-3A Aircraft Weapon System 
Needs to Be Improved (G.%o/P%n-78-89, May 4, 1978) 

Supply Support Costs of Combat Ships Can Be Reduced by Millions and 
Readmess Enhanced (GAO/LCD-81-9,Jan. 15, 1981) 

Survey of the Readiness of Minuteman Missiles (GAO/LCD-80-102, Sept 
16,198O) 

DOD'S Materiel Readiness Report to the Conpress-Improvements 
Needed to Better Show the Lmk Between Funding and Readiness (GAO/ 
LCD-80-5,Oct 12, 1979) 

Improving the Effectiveness of Joint Mlhtary Exercises-An Important 
Tool for Mihtarv Readiness (GAO/LCD-&$& Dee 11, 1979) 
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Navy Overhaul Pohw-A Costly Means of Insurmp( Readiness for Sup- 
port Ships_ (GAO/LCD78-434, Dee, 27, 1978) 

Readiness of U.S. Air Forces m Eurow-Selected AsDects and Issues 
(GAO/L.CD~~-~~OA, Feb. 16, 1979) 

Navy’s Submanne Launched Balhstlc Missile Force Is Higu Ready 
(GAO/LCD-78-429A, Dee 21,1978) 

Marine Amphibious Forces: A Look at Their Readiness, Role and Mlsslon 
(GAO/LCIF77-417.4, Feb 6, 1979) 

Mihtary Readmess Reporting mrovements (GAO/LCD77-442, Dec. 2 1, 
1977) 

Survey of the MlIitaw Command Structure m Europe and Its Relatlon- 
shlr> to the U.S. Readiness Posture (GAO/LCD77-431, July 11, 1977) 

Readiness of Tactical Nuclear Weapons Forces in Europe Needs 
Improvement (GAO/LCD~~-428, Apr. 7, 1978) 

Another Look at the Readmess of Strategic Army Forces (GAO/LCD-76- 
457, June 9, 1977) 

Readmess of First Line US. Combat Armored Units m Europe_ (GAO/ LCD 
76-452, July 23, 1976) 
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Appendix IV 

Evaluations, Evaluation Aids, Training 
Standards and Goals, and Management 
Infcwmation Systems and Project Initiatives 

The followmg is a descnption of tools avarlable to decrsronmakers rela- 
tive to training and readiness. The descnptrons are not Intended to fully 
educate the reader, merely to alert the reader to their avallabmty 

Types of Evaluations 

After-Action Reports Umts participating in training exercises are evaluated, and the results 
are recorded in after-actlon reports. These identify units’ capabihtles 
and problems and highlight their strengths and weaknesses m such 
areas as tactics, combined arms employment, command and control, 
commumcations, survivability, and personnel and logistics support. 
Commanders also use these reports to help develop trillrung plans 

ARTEP Based/Qualification These are required by the U S. Army Forces Command at least every 18 
Tests months for nuclear capable field artillery cannon units. Using ARTEP 

standards, observers evaluate unit performance and assess urut profi- 
clency for handlmg nuclear weapons 

ARTEP This program gives the unit commander the framework for developing 
trahung programs, evaluatmg urut proficiency, and formulatmg future 
tranung requirements. 

Command Assessment of 
Readiness and Training 

This program is used by naval ship commanders to evaluate how crews 
perform all assigned mlsslons. Immediately after returnmg from a 
deployment, commanders assess the trauung required by the crew based 
on this evaluation The trammg ldentrfied 1s then performed prior to the 
next deployment. 

Command Readiness 
Inspections 

These are performed by the unit OF command Inspector General staff. 
The mspectlons validate specific individual (e g , weapons) or collective 
(e.g., platoon) tasks relative to units’ ability to accomplish then- warttlme 
nussion. 

Common Task Tests These are Army tests to evaluate a soldier’s proficrency on fundamental 
combat and survival skills, such as mdividual weapons and first aid 
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Emergency Deployment 
Readiness Exercises 

These are Army no-notice exercises used to test units’ ability to deploy 
within a specified time frame. Unit commanders use the exercise results 
t0 p1ZLI-I UlUt training prO@amS. 

Individual Training 
Evaluation Program 

An Army program that uses commander evaluations, Common Task 
Test results, and Skill Qualification Test results to judge individual and 
unit proficiency and adjust unit training plans. 

MCCRES MCCRES standards, applicable to both ground and air units, are used to 
develop traimng programs and conduct training and are a basis to eval- 
uate unit proficiency. Units destined to deploy are evaluated every 18 
months; other uruts are evaluated every 24 months. 

Management Effectiveness These are Air Force functional activity inspections and evaluations Per- 
Inspection formed by the Inspector General, the inspections take an m-depth look 

at units’ ability to perform in specific functional areas, such as com- 
mand post operations. 

Kaval Inspections These inspections a+o deal with evaluations of functional actwitles In 
these inspections, a specially convened board exammes every aspect of 
the ship’s operation, including training, maintenance and admimstra- 
tion, and casualty drrlls. 

Operational Readiness 
Evaluations 

These are naval ~IF activity evaluations of ship crews as ships complete 
their nondeployed training and before they deploy to the fleet. These 
evaluations test the units’ operational performance and evaluate the 
ability of squadrons, wings, and ships to operate as teams using 
advanced combat tactics in executing assigned tasks. Unit performance 
is graded as outstanding, low outstanding, high excellent, and excellent. 

Skill Qualification Tests These are annual written tests used to evaluate soldiers’ military occu- 
pational specialty skills. The results are used by the Army for personnel 
management purposes. 
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Stsndrrds and GO&, and Management 
hfmmation System and Project hutiatives 

Standardization and 
Evaluation 

This program assesses ancrew proficiency and ability to perform flymg 
duties. Evaluations are conducted on a notice, no-notice, or spot evaiua- 
tion basrs and are performed by specially orgamzed evaluation teams 
either from the squadron, wing, numbered An Force, or maJor command 
level and are generally conducted annually A three level gradmg system 
is used to assess aircrew quahftcatlons-qualified, quabfied with addr- 
tlonal trammg, and unqualified. 

Evaluation Aids 

Marine Corps Air Ground 
Combat Center 

Located at Twenty-Nme Palms, California, this center is used to conduct 
combined arms training. Umts are evaluated against MCCRES perform- 
ance standards. An after-action report and a post-exercise report are 
prepared whrch comment on lessons learned and identify any defiaen- 
cles ln equipment, training and doctrine. Annually 10 units, 8 Active and 
2 Reserve, are rotated through the center, 

Multiple Integrated Laser This system uses laser impulses to record lalls or near kills. It helps com- 
Engagement System manders evaluate umt,trammg and proflclency 

Natlonal Training Center This Army center, located at Fort Irwin, California, LS used to tram units 
m an environment which closely parallels actual warfare. The center 
uses a permanently statloned aggressor force and technologically 
advanced mstruments to improve the ObJectivity with which It assesses 
orgamzatlons, doctrine, weapons, equipment, and trainmg. An instru- 
mented battlefield allows for real-time analyses, and results are 
reported in after-actlon reviews and unit take home packages The take 
home packages can be used as bases for evaluating units’ past training 
programs Twenty-eight Active and Reserve battalions rotate through 
the center annually 

Tactical Aircrew Combat 
Training System 

This ru’avy system permits Instantaneous replays of simulated an-to-an- 
engagements Computers calculate whether simulated missile firing 
scored hits or misses Using vrdeo and sound replay, mstructors can 
evaluate and crltlque each pilot regardmg performance during the 
exercise 
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Standards and GO&, and Management 
Information Systems and Project Mtlatives 

Tactical Information 
Management System 

Thus ts a computerized system used by the Navy to plan, collect data on, 
analyze, and document exercises and other at-sea operations. Thus 
system helps fleet commanders evaluate operational capabrhtles and 
assess tactics by reconstructing and analyzing the exercrse 

Unit Conduct of Fire 
Trainer 

Thus system 1s a tank training device designed to simulate the tank 
crew’s operational capabilitles. The tank crew uses It to tram m trackmg 
and engaging targets An instructor monitors the crew’s performance 
and controls the difficulty of the trauung exercise. 

Training Standards and 
Goals 

Graduated Combat 
Capability 

This system rates prlot combat profmrency. Used by the Tactrcal An- 
Forces, a pilot’s GCC rating is based on flying a predetermined number 
and type of sortres dunng a specified per-rod. The system uses three 
rating levels-A, B, and C 

Mission Area Rating (M- 
Ratings) 

Thus ratmg system 1s used m the Navy in conjunction with the UNITREP 
C-ratmg. An M-rating indicates the degree to which a umt can perform a 
specific pnmary naval warfare mission rt was desrgned for, such as anti- 
submarine warfare There are five mission area ratrngs, Ml through X5; 
Ml represents a fully combat ready unit. All surface, subsurface, and 
avratlon umts report M-rating information for personnel, equipment and 
supphes on hand, equipment readiness, and training. In the tranung 
resource area, M-ratings are detennmed by comparing the percent of 
unit trammg completed with prescrrbed trammng requvements. 

Naval Air Training and 
Operating Procedures 

These are annual Navy evaluations of indrvniual and unit compliance 
with naval au trammg and operating procedures. Evaluations of indi- 
vldual pilot, fhght officer, or crewmember determme whether an indl- 
vldual 1s quaIlfled, condrtlonally qualified, or unqualified. These 
evaluations provide squadron commanders with objective looks at the 
strengths and weaknesses of the trairung program. 
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xnfonnation syet.ents and Project Initirrives 

Personnel Qualification 
Standards 

These are required to quahfy an mdrvldual for a specific work asslgn- 
ment. Guidelines are provided for demonstratmg, qualifying, and certtl- 
fying an mdividual’s capability to perform the assrgned duty 

Strategic Air Command T- 
Ratings 

These are sinular to the UNITREP C-ratings; they are used to identify the 
extent of potential trainmg problems for B-52 pilots. An event IS rated 
T-l if 86 percent or more of the mission qualified crew force satisfy mm- 
imum continuation trairung requirements, T-2 If 70 to 85 percent 
qualify, T-3 if 55 to 70 percent qualify, and T-4 If less than 55 percent 
qualify. 

Marine Corps Aviation 
Training and Readiness 
Manual 

This program standardizes aviation traimng and specifies flight qualifi- 
cation performance requirements. It prescribes the number of sorties, 
tasks to be accomplished, and maxunum amount of time elapsed 
between flights before demonstrated proficiency is expected to degrade 
Four combat readiness codes have been established. For example, to be 
fully combat qualified, an individual prlot or crewmember must com- 
plete 100 percent of the training while a combat capable pilot or 
crewmember needs to complete 60 percent of the training 

STRAC This is an Army strategy for prescribmg the quantities and types of 
ammunition needed for soldiers, crews, or units to achieve and mamtam 
a specified level of gunnery proficiency. Trammg programs have been 
developed for four different training readiness conditions (A to D), 
whmh equate the trainmg readiness levels with prescribed quantltres of 
trainmg resources. The traming readiness condition levels are also corre- 
lated to the urut’s deployment time. For example, an armored battalion 
which is required to deploy within 14 days and has a trainmg readiness 
condition level A should have qualified 75 percent of its tank crews and 
66 percent of its platoons on tank tables 8 and 12, respectively, wlthm 
the past 12 months. 
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Management 
Information Systems 
and Project Initiatives 

Air Force Capability 
Assessment Program 

The Air Force Capability Assessment Program (AFCW) is a system under 
development desqjned to provide commanders at all levels a means to 
assess readiness. 

Air Force Operations 
Resource Management 
System 

The Air Force Operations Resource Management System @FORMS) 1s a 
computerized data base, which accumulates flying data for com- 
manders. It can be used to compare training requirements with sched- 
uled and completed traming events. A command can use AFORMS to 
perform comprehensive trainmg trend analyses by type of aircraft or by 
screw. For example, the Strategic Air Command uses AFORMS to ana- 
lyze B-52 aircrew training; the system shows training completion rates 
and identifies specific traimng that needs to be emphasized. 

Aerospace Vehicle, 
Equipment Inventory, 
Status and Utilization 
Reporting System 

This Air Force system collects information on mrcraft inventory, status, 
and usage. It provides reformation that helps track the execution of the 
flying hour program, i.e , the number of hours and sorties flown by each 
unit. 

Army Battalion Level This relates unit traming activities in terms of events, missions, tasks, 
Training Model exercises, and other requirements to a given level of readiness. 

Flight Readiness Evaluation This Marine Corps system collects flight activity data on aircraft and 

Data System crews. It is used to analyze and report flight activity to the Commandant 
of the Marme Corps. Also, local commanders use it to develop readiness 
assessments of their pilots, crews, and uruts. 

Individual Flight Activity 
Reporting System 

This Navy data base system is the primary source of individual flight 
data, including flights m simulators. It provides data for flight safety 
analysis, past and future program evaluations, and pilot compliance 
wth minimum standards. 
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Measuring Improved This Army model measures, reports on, and momtors Increases in war- 
Capability of Army Forces fighting capability as new items, units, and organizations are introduced 

into the force. It will be used to make modernization decisions and to 
trace progress toward meeting programmed war-fighting capability 
increases 

Naval Flight Record System A Navy initiative to develop a new flight data recording system that 
combines existing information systems mto a single system. It 1s 
expected to Increase the accuracy, validity, and utility of aII flight 
actlvlty data 

Resources-To-Ship Training This 1s an OSD mitlatlve to develop an overall concept of analysis for 
Readiness ship operational tempo and funding. It considers the various types of 

ships and their multimission capabilities. One proJect objective is to 
develop a prototype model that relates resources to the traming readl- 
ness of naval general-purpose force ships. 

Training Management 
Control System 

A system to help Army commanders plan trammg, evaluate the resource 
impact of training plans, and record traming accomplished and 
resources expended. 

Training Resource Model An Army project that merges two ongoing efforts-the Program 
Resource Methodology, whrch forecasts recurring operatmg and support 
costs, and the Battalion Level Trairung Model, which relates trairung to 
unit status levels. This model could be used by commanders in fore- 
casting trauung costs, analyzmg alternatrve programs, and performmg 
training impact analyses. 

Unit Combat Capability 
Report 

This 1s a U S. Army Forces Command unique reporting requirement. 
Monthly, all Active infantry, armor, cavalry, field artillery, and air 
defense umts submit this report as a supplement to the Unit Status 
Report The report hlghhghts the unit’s capability to man selected 
squads, crews, sections, and weapons. Summary unit capability reports 
give the command lnformatlon on the authorized level of men and equip- 
ment versus the number considered qualified as combat capable. Also, 
mformatlon is provided on the number of tanks that can be considered 
manned by qualified tank commanders and gunners although they were 
not qualified together as a team. 
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Unit Status Report Thrs is an Army mechanism for unit status reporting. In deterrninmg the 
umt’s C-rating for training, the battalion commander must, for the most 
part, sub.Jectrvely assess a number of factors, such as the demonstrated 
tactical proficiency, personnel turnover rates, and mdividual and crew 
weapons proficiency, in estlmatmg the number of weeks required to 
complete traimng which corresponds to a specific C-rating. 

UNITREP This 1s a management information system used by the Jomt Chiefs of 
Staff and the services to monitor the status of nulitary uruts. Under WI- 
TREP, units report in terms of combat readiness ratings-C-1 through C- 
5. It 1s designed to measure the unit’s ability to perform its wartlme 
tasks by assessmg the peacetime availablhty and status of resources 
possessed or controlled by the urut in the four resource areas of per- 
sonnel, equipment and supplies on hand, equipment condltlon, and 
trauung. There are five readiness conditions: C-l, fully combat ready, C- 
2, substantxlly combat ready; C-3, marginally combat ready; C-4, not 
combat ready; and C-5 service programmed, not combat ready. A unit’s 
C-rating is computed in each resource area. However, Joint Chiefs of 
Staff guidance pernuts a urut’s overall ratmg to be rarsed or lowered 
based on the commander’s Judgment and evaluation of his urut’s status. 
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Note GAO comments 
supplementing those In the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix 

See Comment 9 

See Comment 11 

See Comments 5 8 6 

THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTOM D t 203014000 
\ 

FORCE MANAGSMSNT 
AND CCRSONNLL 14MAR190Q 

Mr. C. William Moore 
Associate Director 
National Security and International Affairs Division 
US General Accounting Off ice 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Moorer 

Thir is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the GAO 
draft report, “Unkt Training: What It Consists of, How It Is 
Evaluated, and How It Is Reported to the Congress”, transmitted 
g2Eur letter of February 13, 1986 (GAO Code 390031, OSD Case 

. The DOD comments on the detailed findings in the draft 
report are at the enclosure. 

In general, the DoD conelders the GAO report to be a useful 
contribution on the sublect of unit training and its evaluation. 
The Military Servlcee have made coneiderable progress rn the 
evaluation of unit training and reporting to the Congress, and 
DoD expect8 to make more progress. The GAG suggestions will 
receive careful and continuing conerderation in thie effort. 
A&ptinq wholesale all of the GAO suggestions for additional 
reporting to the Congress would, however, duplicate other 
submiaelona and quite likely lead to confusion rather than 
increased understanding. The DoD, therefore, plans to proceed 
aelectively in adopting innovations from the GAO suggeotions. 

one GAO suggestion is that Do0 provide an annual assurance 
in the Force Readiness Report that ite training programs are 
executable with the resources requested or previously 
appropriated. DOD does not concur with this suggestion and 
recommends that it be omitted from the final report. The 
multiple reviews that budgets undergo assure that any known 
imbalances are corrected before submission to the Congress. 
Further assurances would be redundant. 

At several points rn the draft report the existing language 
rmpliee that the Navy and Air Force are conducting more training 
than is required--for example, that the Navy steams more days 
than are justified. This implication IS not correct. DoD 
requests that GAO pay particular attention to the DoD comments on 
this issue in the enclosure. 

I 
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Chnment8 From the Depubent Of Defaue 

The DoD appreciate8 having the opportunity to comment on 
this Lnportant repart. The DOD also appreciates having the 
opportunity to neet with your representatives on February 4 and 
subsequently, and to provide recommended technlcal corrections 
and clarifying change6 to the report language. 

Sincerely, 

Encloeure 
E.A.Cd&dd-y'-' 
Lieutenant General, USAF 
Deputy Asslstant Secretary 

$!d;:;;y Manpower 6 Personnel 
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l 

Now on pp 8-9 

GAO DEUPT REPORT DATED FEBRUARY 14, 1986 
(GAO CODE 390031) - OSD CASE 6925 

'UNIT TRAINI=: NHAT IT COHSISTS OF, HOW IT IS BVAfiUATED, 
AND Hool KT IS REPORTED TO THB COffiRESS- 

DEPARTMENT CIP DENWiSE COW’lEwTS 

l 4 4 4 4 

FINDINGS 

RIWDIWG A: How The Uilitary Trains. The GAO observed 
that one malot environment for training is in the 
operatronal-unit, where indrvldual on-the-lob and team 
training takes place. According to the GAO, a "Military 
Unit' LS defined as any organrzation staffed and equipped as 
a separate entity--for example, an Army battalion. The GAO 
found that unit training can be divided into four 
categories: (1) individual training for people within a unit 
who are assigned to the hundreds of occupations that 
constitute the mllltary personnel structure, (2) team 
training for people within a unrt to develop the teamwork 
needed to effectively employ complex weapon systems, (3) 
unit training, whrch can involve all members of the unit and 
is designed to develop unit skills needed to carry out 
combat missions, and (4) collective training of units to 
develop the intraservice teamwork needed to carry out the 
mission assigned to theater commanders (which includes 
individual and multlcommand Service exercises and 
interservice exercises directed and coordinated by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff). The GAO generally concluded that training . ._ is vital to readiness. (p. 1; pp. l-3/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Concur. For clarification, it should be 
noted, however, that the GAO definitions of the components 
of .unit training" drfEer from those DOD habitually uses. 
In DOD usage, GAO’s terms "team," "unit" and "collective" 
(or "joint.) trarnlng are, taken together, “collectrve unit 
training,' which 1s the training discussed rn the annual 
Force Readiness Reports. 'Unit training," in DOD usage, is 
collective unit training plus on-the-lob training of 
individuals wlthin the unit. 

In addition, although not specrfically referred to in this 
summary flnding, p. 1 of the draft report indicates it I... 
addresses the question of how to Improve indicators of 
readiness and sustalnablllty.” The report does not deal 
with sustainability, only readiness. The reference to 
sustainability should be deleted. 

Also, in Footnote 2, the deEinitron of "readiness" LS not 
the DOD definrtlon. The DOD defines readrness as “the I 

I 
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Now on p 9 

See Comment 1 

See Comment 2 

See Comment 3 

2 

ablllty of Eorces, units, weapon systems or equipment to 
delrver the outputs for which they were deslqned IIncludes 
the ablllty to deploy and employ wlthout unacceptable 
delays) ." 

l FINDING B: Eov Training Is Budgeted. The GAO found that 
the Services do not budget for training as a separate 
activity. Instead, unit tralnlng funds are merged with 
funds tequlred for operations and some support activities. 
The GAO, therefore, concluded that the precise amount of 
training 1s not known. The GAO found that the DOD (OSD) and 
the Services are working on a number of initlatlves which 
will permit separate budgeting for training. The GAO 
further concluded that if these initiatives are successful, 
the DOD can then get close to celatlng training costs to 
training outputs and training budgets to training 
requirements. {pp. LV-v; p. 3/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Nonconcur. This finding generally misstates 
how training is budgeted. In addition, the DOD 1s not 
contemplating separate budgeting for unit training. 

-- The Elndlng is applicable to unit training (by DOD's 
definition) only, not to al.1 training. All lnstltutional 
training, as well as certain speclalrzed training 
actlvltles of the operating forces, 1s budgeted 
separately. 

-- It is not correct [GAO Report, p. IV) that the "amount of 
tcaininy" 15 not known. What 1s correct 1s that the 
exact cost of unit trainlnq LS not identifiable, since It 
1s merged with operational costs In Service budgets and 
1s not readily separable. 

The DOD initiatives mentioned by GAO should assist in 
better identification of the costs of collective unit 
traininy. However, since this training frequently goes 
on while the unit concerned is engaged in operational 
activity, it is unlikely that a cleat separation would be 
feasible. In any case, contrary to the GAO claim, the 
DOD has no plans to change Its budgeting or accounting 
system5 to separate unit training costs from costs of 
other unit actlvitles in the manner described by GAO. 

l FINDING c: Reporting Training Readiness Requirements And 
Achievements To The Congress. The GAO noted that readiness 
1s a peacetime measure of how well the Eorce is prepared to 

I go to war. The GAO reported that the DOD provides the 
Congress much readiness data during congressional hearings, 
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Now on pp 9, and 20 

See Comment 4 

Now on pp 21,26 

See Comment 5 

3 

as well as in response to congressional questions, and in 
various ceports and conferences. According to the GAO, the I 
annual Force Readiness Report (FRR) mandated by the Congress I 
in 1977, Public Law 95-79, IS the most comprehensive source 
of readineea information that the DOD provides the Congress. 
The GAO observed that the FRR’s objective is to inform the 
Congress of current force readiness and to assess the 
readiness expected from passing and executing the 
President’s budget request. The GAO reported that the FRR 
provides a myriad of information about personnel, mateclel, 
training and military schools , with training dlscuseed In 
terms of the amount of training activity, such as flying 
hours flown in prior years and the amount of activity the 
proposed budget will allow. The GAO noted that the FRR also 
includes limited detail concerning new simulators, special 
purpose and joint exercises , and ammunition consumption. 
The GAO concluded that the information provrded In the FRR 
generally tspreeents a level of training actlvlty and not a 
measure of readiness. (pp. iv-v: pp J-J/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD RESPOHSE: Partially Concur. The DOD agrees that the 
FRR reports mainly training activity levels, but it does not 
support the GAO implication that these activity levels are 
unrelated to readiness. Flying hours, steaming days, etc., 
represent opportunitlee to train. Taking account of changes 
in operational commrtmente, when these activity levels go 
down, readiness can be expected to go down: when they go up, 
readiness can be expected to go up. The activity levels 
are, therefore, at least a useful summary measure of 
progress in readiness. 

+ PIIoIlG Dt SerWiCeS Accomplishing mre Training Than 
Heeded. T:le GAO noted that the DoD is unable to quantify 
praeisely the effect of increased unit tralnlng on readiness 
because the relationship between training actlvlty and 
readiness is mostly eubjectlvt. The GAO Eound, however, 
that in some cases the Services are accomplishrng more 
training than they say 1s needed to make them combat ready. 
According to the GAO, this evaluation 1s based on the 
Services’ own Interpretation of the DOD readlnese criteria. 
The GAO cited, for example, that the Air Force flies more 
hours than its standard requires to report crews as combat 
ready. In addition, the GAO pointed out that shape spend 
more time at sea than the Navy says is needed to complete 
their combat readiness training programs. 
pp. 20-2S/GAO Draft Report) 

(pp. 1v-v, 

DoD RBSROWSE: Partially Concur. The DOD does not agree 
with the implication that excessive tralnrng is berng 
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Now on pp 2-4, & 12 19 

Nowonp 14 

See Comment 6 

1 

performed. It 1s important to recognize that readiness I 
criteria represent mlnimum, not maximum, standards. 
Additional training, therefore, contributes to a higher 
level of combat readiness. In addition, If the real purpose 
of this finding LS to distinguish between operational and I 
training activity (as was indicated in informal 
discussions), it should be stated explicitly. 

l PIzmItG B: Bow DOD Assesrres Training Bffectiveneas. The 
GAO observed that how well trainina has Dreoared a unit to 
achieve its wartime objectives may-be th; most difficult 
aspect of unit readiness to measure. The GAO found that the 
Services are constantly evaluating their capabllaty to carry 
out wartime missions. The GAO defined "capability" as a 
bottom line measure of the unit's organizational structure, 
people, equipment, logistical support, and its ability to 
use effectively its resources to accomplish military 
objectives. The GAO concluded that training is the bond 
that forms all these resources knto a fightkng force. The 
“JAO did not, however, find any one measure that assures a 
commander that his unit is adequately trained--rather, many 
tools are used--I.e., Inspections, evaluations, management 
information systems and other tests that provide unit 
commanders feedback on training. Although unzt readiness LS 
heavily influenced by tbe amount of training the unit 
receives, the GAO ccmcluded that, today, the Services cannot 
determine with any precision how readiness 1s affected by 
changes in the level of training activity. (PP* Ii-iii; 
pp* a-g/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPO#SB: Concur. 

l PINDIA; F: Collective Readiness Evaluation: Unit Status 
And Identity Report (OIOITREP), The GAO rePorted that all 
the Services must report unit status and identify 
information through the Joint Chiefs of Staff UNITREP 
system. The GAO observed that UNITREP establishes three 
readiness criteria against which unit commanders rate their 
units--(l) C-l, meaning the unit is fully ready, to C-3, 
meaning the unit 1s ready, but it has some serious problems, 
(2) C-4, indicating the unit is not ready to perform its 
assigned missions, and (3) C-5, a special rating created for 
units that are not combat ready by design (such as ships in 
overhaul and units being redeslgned or reequipped). The GAO 
further reported that training is only one of four readiness 
areas measured by UNITREP. (p. lo/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RBSPONSB: Partially Concur. The finding contains some 
definitional errors. To be correct, p. 10 of the draft 
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See Comment 7 

Nowonp 14 

report (the source for this flnding), should be changed to 
read as follows (revised words are underscored): 

“All Services must report unit status and ldcntrty 
information throuqh the Joint Chiefs of Staff UNITREP 
system. UNITREP provides the unit commander’s judgement of 
his state of readiness at a selected point in time. 

“UNITREP establishes five readiness criteria against which 
unit commanders rate thdir units: (1) C-l, meanina the unit 
is fully ready, (2) C-2, meaning the unit is substantially 
~;ty~~A:) C;-3, meanin? the unit is marginallfy ready, (4) 

eating the unit is not ready to per orm the wartime 
mission for which it was organized, designed or tasked, and 
(5) C-5, a special ratins created for units that are not 
combat ready- by design, such as ships In overhaul and units 
being redesigned or requapped. 

Training is one of four resource readiness areas measured in 
UNITREP. Depending on the type of unit reporting, the 
training measure...” 

FIHDIEG G: Joint Chief8 Of Staff Coordinated And Directed 
Exercisea. The GAO reported that most military officials 
it interviewed considered the joint exercises (such as the 
annua 1 “Return of Forces to Germany”) and combined arms and 
interservlces training engaged in during visits to the 
Army’8 National Training Center, the Air Force Red Flag 
ranges, and the Navy’s Fallon Range to be the best form of 
training and the source for the beet evaluations of unit 
performance. The GAO further reported that not only do 
exercises and visits to the specialized range facilities 
provide the most realistic training environment, but the 
workup preparing for the exercises, the exercise Itself, and 
the feedback the commander receives on his unit’s 
performance is the most comprehensive training and 
evaluation package available. (p. ll/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD MS#1HSE: Concur. 

PIEDIuG 8: 
7mrEPl. 

Ths Arry Training And Lvaluatiom Program 
The GAO found that the Army has consolidated most 

of Its training and evaluation programs. The GAO reported 
that the ARTEP 1s a comprehensive framework for conducting 
unit training and assessing unit training results. 
According to the GAO, ARTEP outlines combat critical tasks, 
and indicates how well units should perform them, with some 
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Nowonp 15 

Nowonp 15 

See Comment 7 

Nowonp 15 

6 

ARTEP events (especially those covered by gunnery standards) 
producing quantifiable results. The GAO found that ARTEP 
exercises are conducted periodically by unit commanders and, 
at least every 18 months, each unit undergoes a salor ARTEP 
evaluation. The GAO further found that when the exercise LS 
completed, the commander sublectlvely asslgns one of three 
ratrngs to his unit--l.e., (1) trained, (2) needs more 
trarnlng, or (31 untrarned. 
unquantifiable, 

Although the results are mostly 
the GAO concluded that the ARTEP provrdes 

the battalion commander a structure for assessing his unrt's 
training and readrness posture. (?P* 11-12, pp. 45-46/GAO 
Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE : Concur. 

l FINDING I: Army Standards In Training Coaission (STIWC). 
The GAO Eound that the STRAC is not an evaluatron, but 
rather a criterion against which unit performance is 
assessed. The GAO further found that STRAC's applicability 
to an overall assessment of unit readiness is limited to 
what STRJK measures--i.e., a unit’s ablllty to frre weapons 
and successfully hit targets. According to the GAO, STRAC 
uses established training readiness condrtlons that 
determine not only how much tralnlng ammunition a unrt will 
get, but also the qualifications a unit must achreve with 
Its weapons. [PP. 12-13/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD NESPONSE: Partially Concur. For correctness with 
reference to STRAC, if should be descrrbed as follows: 
" . ..not an evaluation, but a document which prescribes 
po wea ns tralnrn 
ammunitions necessary to train to those standards." 

l PINDIWG J: Army’s EIerqency Deployment Readiness Exercise. 
The GAO found that the Army’s emergency deployment readiness 
exercise tests a unit’s ability to quickly-deploy to a 
specrfic location. The GAO concluded this evaluatron 1s 
particularly important for units statloned overseas that 
must move to general defense positions some distance away 
from their peacetrme locatrons. The GAO reported these 
exercrses are started wlthout warning to test a unit's 
abllrty to assemble and prepare for deployment, and unit 
commanders use the exercise results to adlust their tralnrng 
schedules in order to strengthen those areas where 
weaknesses are Ldentlfred. (p. 13, p. 46/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. 
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Nowonp 16 

Now on pp 16-t7 

Nowonp 17 

l 

I 
l 

l 

PIHDIIC tr tlavy’s Couand Asse8smeat Of Readiness And 
'Trainllng. The GAO reported that the Navy's goal LS to 
preoare ships at the UNITREP combat readaness rating C-l 
6efbre deployment. The GAO further reported that upon 
return from deployment, ships are either sent into the 
shipyard or begin to prepare for the next deployment. The 
GAO found that after a ship comes out of overhaul or after 
the personnel rotatrons that normally occur after extended 
cruises are completed, the commanders evaluate how ready the 
ship is and using this pretsarnrng assessment, determines 
which type of trarning the ship's crew needs to emphasize as I 
they prepare for the next deployment. (p. 14/GAO Draft 
Report) 

DOD BSSPOHSE: concur. 

PIkiDInG L: lavy’s Total Force Ship Training And madinese 
Progra8. The GAO found that the Navy's Total Force Ship 
Training and Readiness Program is a trarnlng program that 
allows a commander to evaluate the readiness status of the 
force. The GAO reported that rt identifies the types and 
sequences of trarnlng for ships, both in port and at sea, 
and that the Pacrfic Fleet Commanders use the program's 
ctiterla to help prepare ships for deployment. (The GAO 
noted that while its review of this Navy evaluatron program 
was limited to work with the Pacific Fleet, it was advised 
the Atlantic Fleet operates very srmilarly.) The GAO 
further reported that thus training and readiness program 
establishes training requirements for surface ships, using 
increasingly more complex tralnrng sequences and the 
M-ratings (assigned as ships progress through the various 
trarning phases--basic, intermediate and advanced), and 
become the basis for computing combat readiness ratings 
(C-rstinqa) for UNITREP. The GAO observed that during the 
advanced phase of training, battle group evaluations are 
conducted, which require four to five days to complete and 
which are monitored continuously by observers, analysts and 
data collectors. (pp. 14-15, p. 5O/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RBSPOISE: Concur. 

PItmIIIG w: Navy’8 Operational Training Assessments. The 
GAO found that the Navy's Operatlonal Training Assessment 1s 
a requirement of the Total Force Ship Trainrng and Readiness 
Program and is an evaluation designed to determine how well 
training has prepared the ship and its crew for deployment. 
The GAO observed that It LS the final assessment of a ship's 
readiness before moving to the advanced stage of training 
and 1s designed to assess how well a ship operates with 
other ships. (The GAO noted that this assessment is not 
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Nowonp 17 

Nowonp 17 

Nowonp 18 

Nowon p 18 

used for aircraft carriers or the crews of the asslgned air 
wrngs.) (p. 15/GAO DraEt Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Concur I 

l PINDIIK; N: Bavy'8 operational Readinesr Evaluation. The 
GAO found that the Navy’a Operational Readiness evaluation 
IS similar to the Operational Training Assessment, except Lt 
evaluates the performance of an aircraft carrier and the 
crews of the air wings assigned to the carrier during 
deployment . According to the GAO, the evaluation, graded by 
observers who are not members of the air wings being 
evaluated, determines how well the air wings and the ship 
operate as a team. (p. 16, p. 47/GAO Draft Report) 

DcD RESPONSE: Concur. 

l 

Marine ~orp8 Cc&at Readiness Evaluation System 

EI the Army’s training, 
The GAO noted that the Marine Corps training 1s 

tralnlng conducted; 
not only in the type of 

but also in the typ; oE guidanke 
provided to commanders. The GAO found that the MCCRES 1s 
much like the ARTEP--l.e., it provides detailed instructions 
for the type of training each unit must accomplish, the 
event that constitutea each particular phase of training, 
and the standards that commanders use to evaluate their 
units ’ training perfbrmances. The GAO also found that, 
again like ARTEP, MCCRES is largely SubJectlve in terms 
of evaluation criteria and evaluations rely heavily on 
the experience and Judgement of the evaluators. 
(p. 16, p. 47/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD RBSFONSB: Concur. 

l PIHDIffi P: Air Porte Evaluations. The GAO found that Air 
Force headquarters guidance establishes aircrew training 
policy, which maJot commanders use to develop unit training 
programs tailored to their missions. According to the GAO, 
three types of aircrew training are conducted by the Air 
Force units--(l) initial quallfrcatron training, (2) mlsslon 
quallficatlon training, and (3) continuation training. The 
GAO reported that during continuation training, aircrews 
attain mission ready status , which qualifies the aircrews to 
be rated C-l In UNITREP. (pp. 16-17/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD RBSWIMB: Concur. 

l PIMDING Q: Air Force Operational Rhadine88 XnaPecticn. The 
GAO found that the Air Force Operational Readiness 
Inspection is the primary Air Force evaluation of a Unit’s 
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Nowonp 18-19 

readiness to accomplish rts wartime mlsslon. According to 
the GAO, st as planned and conducted by a team led by the 
Inspectors General of ma]oc commands. The GAO reported that 
the inspections are done about every 18 months and the 
rnspectors use checklists to ensure all requrred events are 
accomplrshed In accordance wrth Arr Force and mayor command 
standards. (pp. 17-la/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPOWSE: concur. 

PIblDIffi R: Air Pocce Standardization tid Evaluation Tests. 
The GAO found that the Air Force Standardization and 
Evaluation Tests are referred to as "check-rides,' because a 
specially trarned officer rides the aircraft and evaluates 
aircrew performance against Arr Force standards. According 
to the GAO, this evaluation is conducted every 12-18 months 
(with some of the tests unannounced), and 1s desrgned to 
determine whether the aircrew 1s mission ready. 
(p. la/GAO Draft Report1 

a 

Nowonp 19 

Nowonp 20 

a 

DOD RESPOWSE: Concur. 

FIRDIRG So Unit Training: No One Program Provides 
Readiness Level. The GAO found that no one unit training 
program, evaluation, OK inspection provides a commander 
iolrd evrdence that his unit LS trained at any speclflc 
level of readiness. The GAO observed, however, that the 
Services nevertheless both rndlvldually and collectively 
evaluate, on a contrnurng basrs, how well units can perform 
wartime missions. The GAO concluded that from these 
evaluatrons come a myriad of both quantrtatlve and 
subjectrve rndrcatlons which highlight unrt strengths and 
weaknesses. The GAO further concluded that the commander's 
ludgement 1s probably the best overall assessment of how 
well trarnlng has prepared a unit to go to war. The GAO 
also concluded that some of the management rnformatlon that 
helps commanders assess unit readiness might also help the 
Congress as It considers the DOD budget request. (p. iii-LV; I 
p. la/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RRSPONSE: Concur. 

FIMDIffi T: The Force Readiness Report AB A Medium To Report 
On Train@. The GAO reported that in 1977, the Congress 
enacted Public Law 95-79 requiring the DOD to submit an 
annual material ceadlness report--r.e., the Force Readiness 
Report (FRR). The GAO observed that the FRR has evolved 
rnto a very extensive readiness source document, which now 
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See Comment 8 

Now on p 21 

rncludes a summary, two addltlonal separately published 
sections on manpower and training, and an annex of national 
guard/reserve topics-- with unrt training drscuesed in one 
part of the trarning section. Accordrng to the GAO, the DOD 
acknowledges that the FRR does not accomplish its purpose, 
i.e., rt does not specifically advise the Congress how ready 
the forces are now, and how much more ready they will be, rE 
the Congress apPropriates the funds requested in the Defense 
budget. The GAO observed that the FRR states clearly that 
readrness must be “inferred” after considerrng the data 
presented in the FRR. The GAO descrrbed the unit trainrng 
data provided in the FRR as limrted to a summary of the 
hours or days the Services (1) have trained during the past 
fiscal year (i.e., 
training days), 

flying hours, steaming days and battalion 
(21 the levels of such activities they 

expect rn the current f lscal year, and (31 the activities 
planned for the next fiscal year with the budget the 
Congress is presently considering. The GAO reported that 
the FRR speclflcally states that the DOD has not developed 
the mechanisms which would permit rt to assess the readiness 
resulting from past training or from training anticipated in 
the future. (The GAO cited, for example, in the FY 1986 
FRR, the Air Force grojected that in FY 1986 F-16 crews 
would fly about 39,000 more hours than in FY 1985, but does 
not tell how much more ready F-16 pilots urll be at the end 
of the year, after flying the increased hours, or why there 
is a need to rncrease the flying hours.) 
(PP. 1vI v, 19-20/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPOHSE: Partially Concur. Wrth two exceptions, the 
DOD agrees with this f indrng. The DOD drsagrees that FRR 
does not accomplish Its purpose at all, 
GAO finding. 

as implied by the 
What the DOD does agree with is that I... the 

FRR does not fully accomplish its purpose," which is a much 
aore correct assessment of the PRR. In additron, the last 
example cited in thrs finding can be incorrectly construed 
to mean that in FY 86 the Air Force is flying more F-16 
hours than required. What the report does not disclose IS 
that the 39,000 flying hours increase for FY 1986 is needed 
to support the 139 additional F-169 which will be in the 
force during FY 1986. 

+ FINDING U: Other Data Can Be Included In The Force 
Readiness Report . As the GAO previously noted, there are 
many (internal) rndicators used by the DoD to assess the 
effectiveness of training. The GAO concluded that, 
notwrthstanding the array of measures and indicators 
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available from this data, determining the effect of training 
on readiness is difficult and probably best assessed on the 
basis of the commander’s experience and judgement. The GAO 
further concluded, however, that several additlonal 
indicators could improve the training information currently 
provided in the FRR, which, in turn, could benefit the 
Congrese in ita annual budget review. According to the 
GAO, this would include expansion of flying hour indicators, 
ground forces indicators and Naval forces indicators. 
(p. 21/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD REsFQwSEr concur. The DOD agrees that some additional 
indicators could benefit the Congrene. The FY 1967 FRR, 
which vu8 not completed until after the GAO had finished Its 
field work, contains considerably fuller and more detailed 
information on progress in training than previous editiona 
of the FRR. The DOD expects that improved indicators will 
be developed for future reports: the indicators drscussed by 
the GAO will be among the alternatives considered. The DOD 
cautions, however, that it would not be uaeful to the 
Congresr for the FRR to include all of the indicators and 
data discussed by the GAO. Some of them would duplicate 
information already received by the Congress in budget 
submissions, witness statements and other documents. The 
sheer volume of information could make it more difficult, in 
some respects, for the Congrese to make sound judgements on 
developments in training and readiness. In additron, the 
creation of new reporting systems to gather data not now 
centrally available could entail prohlbrtive coats and staff 
effort. For these reasons, DOD must be allowed the 
latitude to study candidate Indicators carefully, before 
final deci8iOns are made to adopt them for congressional 
reporting. 

PIPDI1IKI VI Flying Hour Indicators In The FUR. 
hour information (as currently 

%ted utility in the budget 
analysis process because it does not address how readiness 
will be affected If the Congress chooses not to authorize 
and appropriate funds at levels requested by the DOD. The 
GAO concluded that addrtional information collected by the 
Air Force related to flying could be included as supplements 
to the FRR--i.e., (1) proficiency level goals and 
accomplishmente, (2) sortres flown and training events 
completed as planned, and (3) training provided to aircrewe 
of operational squadrons compared with that provided to 
those assigned to staff offices, and thus not reported under 
UN’ITREP. Spcclfically, the GAO concluded that Air Force 
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See Comment 9 

See Comment 5 

Now on pp 24-25 

training-related readiness reporting would be rmproved if it 
provrded, an the FRR, the Graduated Combat Capablllty levels 
being achieved, by command and type of aircraft, and those 
expected to be achieved wrth the new budget. The GAO also 
concluded that these same opportunities to supplement the 
Air Force flying hour information would also apply in 
princrple to the Army, the Navy and the Mar lne Corps. (In 
reaching these conclusions, the GAO rmplied that the Air 
Force does more flying than can be justified for training.) 
(p. VP 21-25; p. SO/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RgSPONSB: Partially Concur. As the GAO indicates, some 
addltronal information on Elying programs could be used to 
supplement the FRR. The DOD does not agree, however, that 
the level of detail suggested by the GAO would be useful or 
cost effective. Providing some of the information suggested 
by GAO would require new reporting systems. Information at 
the sortie and event level is not, in most cases, reported 
to the Service Headquarters level, since it is not 
ordinarily used at that level for management purposes. 
Furthermore, information at this level of detail 1s not used 
by the office of the Secretary of Defense for program or 
budget revrew. Nonetheless, DOD ~111 consider the 

I 

feasibility and value of selected expansion or other 
improvements in reporting on flying activities in future 
editions of the FRR, 

I 

The DOD also drsaqtees with the GAO implication that the Air 
Force does more flying for training than can be Justified. 
It appears this lmpllcatlon is largely due to ambiguities In 
deflnitrons of combat readiness between the UNITRXP system 
and the Air Force’s Graduated Combat Capability (GCC) 
system. While the Air Force reports units at C-l under 
UNITREP when they achieve basic or minimal combat ready 
status, the necessity for a high probability of success In 
combat requires a higher level of proficiency and more 
flying hours than this minimal level. The problem is a 
definitional one and is not evidence of excessive flying. 

l PIUDILK; w: Supplementing Ground Force Indicators In The 
PRR. According to the GAO, the information on the Army’s 
battalion traininq days and the Marine Corps battalion field 
training days (as currently provided in the FRR) is not / 
descriptive of training. In addition, the GAO noted that 
unlike flyinq hours and steaming days, battalion training 
days are not costed out in the Services’ 06M budgets. The 
GAO observed that the number of days that battalions train 
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Now on pp 25-26 

does not reveal the type oE tralnlnq berng accomplrshed or 
the srgnlfrcance of the training, inasmuch as each trarnlng 
day is werghted the same in terms of the unit's tralnlng 
goals. (The GAO noted that repottrny LS done In this way 
desprte the fact that the the DOD states that a battalron 
trarnlng day oE love fire on the gunnery range may be more 
valuable to a tank unit than a battalion training day of 
limited maneuvers without live Erre.1 The GAO observed that 
the Army's ARTEP and STRAC and the Marine Corps MCCRES have 
established standards against which a unit's performance is 
assessed. The GAO concluded that while unit performance 
relative to these standards IS assessed mostly 3udgementally 
by experrenced military personnel, there are some standards 
for whrch quantltatlve measures are avallable. The GAO 
further concluded that, although the Congress may not be 
interested in the minute details about lndlvrdual units, 
such comparative data aggregated to division, corps or 
higher Leoels could help the Congress evaluate the effect of 
prior year approprrations, and help establish accountability 
standards for the current budget. In addition, the GAO 
concluded that the impact of Insufficient training support 
on unit trarnlng could be useful if reported rn the FRR. 
The GAO noted, Ear example, that while the FRR ldentlfles 
the Army’s new and upgraded trainrng ranges, (1) it does not 
address how achrevlng programmed training activity levels 
may be contingent upon support from other than the OSM 
appropr lation, and (2) it does not ldentlfy where In the 
budget funding has been Included for range constructron. 
(PP- 26-28/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Partially Concur. The DOD position on this 
Eindrng parallels Its position on Finding V. Some degree of 
expanded or improved reporting Eor ground unrt training may 
be appropr late, and the DOD will consider how this may be 
best accomplished. 

l FINDING x: Supplementing Naval Forces Indicators. The GAO 
noted that the term "steaming days" means the number of days 
a ship is crulsrng with Its main engines running. The GAO 
noted that like Elylng hours, the number of steaming days IS 
an indicator of resource consumption and is included in the 
Navy's budget 3ustlflcation. The GAO concluded, however, 
that also like the Elyrng hour and the battalion irarniny 
day, a steaming day does not describe the type or amount oE 
training actually taking place as the ship LS underway. The 
GAO observed, for example, that information on the 
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nondeployed fleet’s tralnlng could add to visibility of 
ttalning. The GAO further concluded that when the Navy’s 
budget states requirements Ear an operating tempo during the 
upcoming year, these requirements should be linked with 
speclfrc goals and obJectives. Accord&ng to the GAO, the 
Navy should be able to explain its accomplishments toward 
its goals and to estimate the number of ships that wrll 
complete each training phase during the budget year. In 
addltron, the GAO observed that steaming days support other 
than trarning requirements. The GAO, thereeote, concluded 
that other important data, which could be included in the 
FRR, is how much of the total steaming day requirement 1s 
needed to train to make sure the ships are Eully combat 
ready (or C-l, under UNITRBP criteria), as compared to total 
steaming days. The GAO noted that Navy oEEicrals estimated 
that about 15 percent of the deployed fleet’s steaming days 
were not required to accomplish training. The GAO observed 
that if such inEormatlon were included rn the FRR, it would 
clearly rdentify the discretionary steaming days not 
required for training that are built into the budget. 
(PP. iv-v, 28-31/GAO Draft Report) 

See Comment 10 

Now on pp 27 28 

DOD RESPONSE: Partially Concur. With two exceptions the 
DoD agrees with thus Ernding. The DOD disagrees with the 
GAO observation that “... it would clearly identify the 
discretionary steaming days requrred for training . ..I No 
“discretionary” steaming days are built rnto the budget. A 
more correct statement would be I)... It would clearly 
identify the minlmum steaming days...” 

As to separately identifying training steaming time and 
operational steaming time, the Navy IS currently gathering 
data which could allow estimation of the training portion oE 
total steaming days. If these data prove credible, they 
could provide a means of accomplishing what the GAO 
suggests. Given the facts that operational activity has 
trainrng value and that some training requirements are 
completed durang operational mlsslons, this IS a fairly 
complex task and the outcome is uncertarn. 

l PIWING Y: Ptog~ame Tbroughout The Budget Affect The 
Services’ Abilities To Train And Should Be Repclrted on. The 
GAO observed that when the budget is discussed in terms of 
readrness or training, frequently the focus 1s on the 
activities Eunded wrth the 06M appropriations. The GAO 
concluded, however, that appropriation of the total fundrng 
request does not necessarrly mean that the training the DOD 
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See Comment 11 

I is asking to be funded can be accomplished. According to 
the GAO, this has been complicated by the advent of new and 
more complex weapon systems, which, in turn, has emphasized 
the need for more effective training support. The GAO 
concluded that whether the level of training requested can 
be supported by spares, maintenance and training ranges 
would be useful information to decision makers. The GAO 
further concluded that the DOD could provide assurances, in 
the unit training portion of the FRR, that the levels of 
activities requested for the budget year are executable 
given the prior year appropriation levels for related 
programs. In addition, the GAO concluded that the impact of 
changing technology on accomplishing training should be 
reported. The GAO noted that changing technology has given 
the Services more obiectlve training evaluation, more 
realistic training, and more accurate and timely data on the 
training status of both units and individuals. The GAO 
observed, therefore, that there are advantages to including 
specific contributions of high cost, high technology 
training support systems in the FRR--for example, the amount 
of training accomplished with simulators could be 

I 
quantified. (pp. 31-34/GAo Draft Report) 

DOD RBSPOHSB: Partially Concur. The DoD agrees that many 
factors other than operations and maintenance Eunding are 
necessary for sound collective unit training programs and 
Eorce readiness. The FY 1987 edition of the Force Readiness 
Report includes a considerable additional amount of 
information on range improvements, simulator availability 
and utilization, developments in training technology, 
training munitions consumption, theater perspectives on 
training, etc. The question is, how much is enough? The 
FRR is not intended to replicate other budget documents 
submitted to the Congress, rather lt 1s intended to show 
status and trends in readiness. The GAO report ob]ects to 
activity levels as readiness indicators for collective unit 
training but then, in this finding, proposed adding a mass 
of information and data which are much more akin to activity 
levels than to readiness indicators. The DOD intends to 
improve on the equality of information of the type proposed 
by GAO in future editions of the FRR. It would not, 
however, be useful to the Congress to receive the volume of 
information, much of It duplicative, suggested by the GAO in 
this finding. 

In addition, the DOD does not concur that lt should provide 
assurances, in the collective unit training portion of the 
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FRR, “that the levels of activities requested Ear the budget 
year are executable.” Service programs and budgets are 
Eormally reviewed in detail and adjusted twice by each 
Service Headquarters and the Office of the Secretary oE 
DeEense (OSD) , before budgets are submitted to the Congress. 
This ,rocess assures, among other obJectives, that budgets 
are balanced and executable. If it is discovered during 
budget Eocmulatron that proposed resources cannot be spent 
for the designated purposes, the Services and OS0 have every 
incentive to transeer them to priorrty unfunded projects or 
delete them. Further assurances are unnecessary and would, 
in any case, do nothing to prevent the occasional undetected 
error that might prevent full execution of some portion of a 
Service program. 

l PIwDIffi 2: Efforts By The OSD And The Services To Improve 
Readhem l#eaautcaent hd Beporting. The GAO found that the 
OSD and the Services have several efforts under way to 
improve readiness measurement and reporting. According to 
the GAO, some of the most promising are (1) OSD 
establishment of the Training Data and Analysis Center at 
Orlando, Florida, (2) the Trarning Resource Model currently 
being developed by the Army to project UNITREP combat 
readiness C-ratings, (3) Navy development of the Operations 
Summary Cost Information System, and (4) the Air Force 
Integrated Readiness Measurement System (AFIRMSI. The GAO 
concluded that these initiatives are essential to improve 
defense management and to get a better handle on current 
levels of readiness and the associated costs. The GAO 
Eurther concluded that as progress is made in pursuing these 
initiatives, the DOD should report the results in the FRR. 
(pp. 34-36, pp 37-38; p. 52/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD BBSPOBSB: Partially Concur. The DOD agrees that 
efforts are underway to improve readiness measurement and 
reporting. This is, and has been, an ongoing effort. The 
DOD does not, however, agree with the extent of the GAO 
conclusions. The Air Force Capability Assessment Programs, 
which has superseded AFIRMS, is intended to allow better 
estimation of unit and theater capability to perform 
specific missions. It is not intended to create a link 
between readiness and training costs. The Navy’s Operations 
Summary Cost Information System has the potential to provide 
a training activity indicator for steaming days and flying 
hours, but a credible data base Eor the system has not been 
established. Consequently, the GAO language overstates the 
potential of these two systems Ear “get ting a better 
handle on current levels of readiness and the associated 
costs. * 
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The following are GAO’S comments on WD’S letter dated March 14, 1986 

GAO Comments 1. We agree and changed “trammg” to “unit trammg” where appbcable 
m the report. 

2. We could not find any source in OSD or the military services that could 
summarize the cost or amount of unit traming; therefore, no change was 
made to the report. However, for clarification purposes, we added the 
word “unit” to our statement on page 3 of the executive summary] 
which comments on the abrlity to determine the precise amount of 
“unit” trainmg that is being conducted. 

3. Our Intent was simply to point out that if the services’ initiatives are 
successful, DOD’S ability to relate trammg costs to training outputs and 
training budgets to training requirements will improve. We do not state 
that DOD’S budgeting or accounting systems wtll be changed. 

4. We agree that activity levels can be related to readmess if the urut 1s 
performing tasks requrred in validated training programs. However, 
increased activity alone does not necessarily make a unit more ready. 

5. The report states that Air Force tactical fighter units and Navy 
nondeployed ships tram more than is required to report C-l (fully 
combat ready) m UNITREP We did not conclude that excessive trammg 
was bemg performed. 

6. DOD suggested changes were incorporated into the final report. 

7. DOD’S suggested language is included on page 14 of the report. 

8. To avoid any misinterpretation, on page 20 of the report we added the 
word “fully” to our descnptron of the extent to which the FRR meets its 
Mended purpose In addition, we added the suggested information pro- 
vided by DOD regarding the reason the additional 39,000 hours were 
requested by the Air Force. 

9. The report identifies information that 1s currently available and not 
included m the FRR. We agree that DOD and the Congress should Jomtly 
determine the proper type and level of new mformatlon to be included 
The report does not advocate new reporting systems or recommend that 
DOD provide more data to the Congress merely because it is available, 
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the information provided to the Congress should be commensurate with 
the benefits to be denved. 

As pomted out in note 5, we did not conclude that the Air Force does 
more flying than can be Justified. Our point is that achievmg the lowest 
level of GCC proficiency allows that unit to report crews C-l, or fully 
combat ready, under UYITREP But sigmficant flymg hours are consumed 
to accomphsh GCC sorties beyond the level required for C-l, and the ben- 
efits derived should be explained in the FRR. 

10. DOD’S suggestion 1s included on page 26 of the report. 

11. GAO recognizes that fully mtegrating a budget as large as DOD’S 1s 

difficult. Even with internal DOD checks and balances, it is not unusual 
for the vanous elements of the budget not to be fully integrated. As we 
reported, since 1980 the Army has not been able to fly the number of 
hours it needs to qualify its aircrews because of spare parts shortages 
and the Air Force has used its sustamability stocks to fly its traimng 
program because peacetime operating stocks were insufficient to meet 
its flying hour program needs. Accordmgly, we believe the idea of DOD 
provldmg specific assurance that requested funding will provide the 
necessary support to execute the requested levels of training warrants 
serious consideration . 

12. We agree that directiy linkmg the cost of training activity and spe- 
cific levels of readmess 1s not likely to result from the current activities. 
However, we belleve that if the ongoing initiatives are successful, they 
have a potential to allow the services to better relate the costs and actlv- 
lties that produce readiness m the future. 
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